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imagination and
the souls immensity

THOMAS E CHENEY

many people today are victims of the disease of modern
living the cry of sick society is not new in the world but it
now is epidemic and insidious it appears in city riots and
looting in college student revolts in hippie and yippydippy move-
ments in disrespect for law and order it shows in advocacy
of repeal of laws of living as old as adam 1 I did not ask to be
born says one therefore the world owes me subsistence I1
have no obligation to contribute anything to anybody

for the present world to overcome the disease and become
a utopia is not beyond the dreams of aspiring men yet any
hope of attaining a utopia would of necessity require leadership
of super wisdom it would need to be schooled in the wisdom
of the ages it would have to encompass the whole of human
experience to move toward a new utopian world we would
have to draw the best from all the products of human creativ-
ity we would have to recognize the immensity of the human
soul and involve as many of its capacities as can be explored
and understood

first of all to go beyond the corporeal we must believe
in an ideal we must believe that ideals can be attained with-
out vision of a better world the world is doomed we must
accept the truth that young men may have visions of a better
world

many great writers have inspired strivings for goodness and
greatness many renaissance writers sir thomas more sir
francis bacon shapespeareshakespeareShapespeare had the vision romantic writers

given as the sixth annual faculty lecture at brigham young university
march 26 1969
mr cheney professor of english at brigham young university is the author
of mormon songs of the rocky mountains 1968 and numerous articles
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explored the ideal almost to a fault and matthew arnold was
the advocate of dynamic search for culture and light

wordsworth spoke of man as an entity whose exterior
semblance doth belie thy soul s immensity true words the
exterior of man does indeed belie the soul s immensity I1 am
going to explore one phase of the soul s immensity imagina-
tion the exploring I1 will do into this vast area will be but
negligible probings I1 might hopefully get a few pictures as
the astronauts did of the moon but the millions of moons
and worlds of suns and systems in my field of exploration
are beyond my ken I1 want to examine the imagination of man
as it deals with the supernatural the occult the unknown

man is imprisoned in the world but his imagination is free
hence part of his reality is the world of the imagination man
is what he thinks and by means of thought he is capable of
voyaging into a world of great expanse like blake s sunflower
man has his roots in the earth yet he counts the steps of the
sun the youth pining with desire and the pale virgin shrouded
in snow arise from their graves and aspirewhereaspire Where my
sunflower wishes to go

the poets and prophets and great ones of the world as well
as humble folk at times feel earthboundearthbound confined limited
distraught king lear called man a poor bare forked
animal disillusioned macbeth said life was a tale told by
an idiot melancholic byron called life an uneradicable taint
of sin

but byron says also the race of man becomes a hopeless
flighttoflightTo them who walk in darkness 1 suggesting that
all men do not walk in darkness he also said

all heaven and earth are still
then stirs the feeling infinite so felt
in solitude where we are least alone
A truth which through our being doth melt
and purifies from self it isis a tone
the soul and source of music which makes known
eternal harmony 2

shakespeare through hamlet spoke of man as noble in
reason infinite in faculty in action like an angel in apprehen-
sion like a god

childe harolds pilgrimage III111 666667666 667
childe harolds pilgrimage III111 833 842847842 847
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not only shakespeare and byron recognized the immensity
of the soul of man but innumerable others shelley keats and
wordsworth all yearned to transcend themselves and to in
some way lose life to find in it something better all mankind
the rich and the poor the lofty and the lowly yearn to arise
above their own microcosm

reasons for this discontent and aspiration may be classified
under four headings first is a need and desire for security
given a modicum of reason man wants to know answers to
unanswerable problems of life and death and all the over-
whelmingwhelming questions of how and why about the universe he
cannot feel secure unless he can put trust in some all powerful
source of justice he must have a protector if life is good he
must have a feeling of eternalityexternalityeterna lity

the second reason for man s discontent is his need for free-
dom of thought the goal of the mental process is spontaneity
although men are not all alike every man wants to feel free
he will resent any fettering of his right to think freely follow-
ing his own initiative every healthy mind of every man has a
private compulsion to be free

the third reason for man s discontent is his consciousconscious or
unconscious need for food for the soul the motivating power
which has impelled men to follow christian faith is his inner
sense of a need for rapport with the cosmic force wordsworth
expressed that sense when he said

and I1 have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
of elevated thoughts a sense sublime
of something far more deeply interfusedinterfused
whose dwelling is the light of setting suns
and the round ocean and the living air
and the blue sky and in the mind of man
A motion and a spirit that impels
all thinking things all objects of all thought
and rolls through all things 3

man s soul is nourished through worship of the divine and
through response to beauty both what the eye sees and what
the deeper sense perceives

A fourth reason for man s discontent with his lot is a
result of his divine origin if we come to this life trailing

lines composed a few miles above tinternhintern abbey 9310293 102
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clouds of glory from god if we are begotten in spirit by god
then we could do nothing other than revolt against any seem-

ingly immutable law which binds us to earth if man were only
of the earth earthy he might be at home in the world but he
is not for liehelleile is from god liehelleile awaits the time when this cor-

ruption can put on incorruption
being aware as we are of man s discontent in the world

and of his penchant for adventure into the unknown we can
see why man attempts to conquer space orbit the earth fly
to the moon we can also see why he is always striving to

break the bands of the known world of the senses and follow
mind directed explorations into the macrocosmic immensity of
dimensionless eternity

the mind also is stirred and altered by body chemistry this
may explain why men attempt to get away from themselves
with the use of alcohol opium marijuana LSD and other
drugs

flights into outer space give to man a portion of the soul

satisfying adventure he needs but the drug voyage is a round
trip ticket which returns him to his animal self or robs him
entirely of identity

another way to satisfy our aspirations to transcend the
mundane is through the imagination to fly with keats

not charioted by baccus and his pardsbards
but on the viewless wings of poesy 4

without reserve I1 advocate flights on the wings of poesy I1

lament with coleridge the absence of the shaping spirit of
imagination with wordsworth I1 want the mind of man not
only to perceive but to create need anyone shrink from seeking
an intellectual or imaginative beauty spoken of by shelley
which

dost consecrate
with thine own hues all thou dost shine upon
of human thought or form 35

surely if we ever extend our reach beyond the flesh we must
soar into the world of the ideal we must knock on the doors
of eternity or they will never be opened for us

ode to a nightingale 323332 33
5 hymn to intellectual beauty 131513 15
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in our materialistic and naturalistic world anyone who
advocates any brand of idealism is in danger of being called
an ineffectual angel flapping his luminous wings in vain
emerson has been out of favor for a half century the reason
he was a transcendentalist and any student of philosophy can
tell you what is wrong with transcendentalism As a philosophy
it is inconsistent illogical and indefensible in any system of
logic its language is abstract its ethical system unscientific
but it has imagination and insight

another reason for emerson s unpopularity is that he had
no vision of evil to count in philosophy nowadays you must
have a vision of evil at harvard emerson studied and lec-
tured later a building was erected in his honor recently his
statue in that building even his statue mind you was smoth-
ered with hats and coats of rioters

years ago in the nineteenth century matthew arnold
hinted that emerson did not understand human weakness ours
is the tranquilizer age we understand human weakness arnold
however allowed emerson one virtue emerson he said was
the aider of those who would live in the spirit but our
grossest failures individually and politically are failures of the
spirit there is no strength or salvation in unanimity of evil
hearts there is strength in the spirit so again I1 repeat we
must allow the imagination freedom to explore the ideal

certain members of society have declared war on all phases
of imagination A child runs in to his unimaginative mother
exuberant eyes flashing emotion saying forty cats are fight-
ing in our garage

forty cats child did you count were there forty cats
she talks him down to twenty to ten to five and on until

he says in cold truth his imagination and exuberance gone
well there was ourn and anothern

A mother says we want our children to be realists we
teach them that there is no santa claus

some people imprisoned in the little world of getting and
spending interpret all experience in terms of the marketplace
A priesthood class heard the biblical message of the power
of the divine over devils as presented in the story of the pos-
sessed man living in the tombs who cowered before christ
and said his name was legion then he became sane after
the legion of devils came out of him and entered a herd of
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swine which ran into the sea and were drowned A class

member hearing the story asked the question 1 I would like
to know who is going to foot the bill for them hogs this
man never got out of the marketplace

I1 knew a child about two years old who stood by a glass
door looking at the full moon that was big and bright with
fluffy clouds floating by who said quite casually moon don t
pick your nose there s some kleenex right by you A matter
of fact person who refuses to believe in the man inin the moon
could kill that delightful metaphor rising from the spontaneous
imagination of that child

people who do not cultivate some of the transcendent ele-
ments of the human soul yet who accept christian philosophy
as an answer to problems of the world of the unknown may
interpret the spiritual with a matter of factnessfastness that strips all
the wings off everything heavenly by this metaphor I1 mean
that heavenly things become earthboundearthbound god becomes too
much of a man in their unimaginative interpretation god gives
his revelation much as a man would dictate a letter to a secre-
tary in his earthboundearthbound mind man too often brings god down
to his own yard instead of ascending to any vantage point of
heavenly dimensions

to be completely born into the world of the imagination
does not mean that one needs to lose sight of the everyday
world in which he must give attention to his own physical
needs even the supersensitive poet may see cesspoolscesspools as well as
hear angels sing yet to deny to anyone the right to hear angels
sing is vile murder without possession of the intellectual
beauty of imagination man will remain an animal A person
reading eliot s the hollow men without imagination will
not see in it man s aspirations to see beyond through the au-
thor s references to eyes and stars and death s other
kingdom nor will he visualize the upward struggle expressed
inin his haltingly voiced for thine is the kingdom he will
only see the scarecrow with its head filled with straw the
immutable hollowness I1 say again that to kill in man what
coleridge calls the shaping spirit of imagination is murder
may heaven free us from mind forged manaclesmaraclesmanacles which would
deny freedom of the spirit

flights into imagination can be indulged in to excess
this we must recognize and that it can lead to falsehood
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error and sin is so evident inin all ages of human existence that
it has become suspect inin all areas ancient folklore or super-
stition submerged history until the only historical truth of
that time to be relied upon is the truth of man s thought the
world of the folk and particularly that of the pre hellenistic
world was peopled with supernatural beings most of them
malevolent vile witches wizards demons dragons giants
monsters sorcerers elf knights and fairies both good and bad
and innumerable animal man combinations mermaids vam-
pires goat men werewolves cat women lamiasbamias silkiessilfies and
sphinx various kinds of spirits made the invisible world more
populous than the visible

in attempts to explain the unknown men customarily have
turned to the supernatural an example is the ballad willie s

lady 6 willie s wife is pregnant and cannot be delivered of
her baby the reason provided is that she is under the spell of
the mother in law witch

but his mother wrought her mickle care
and mickle dolour gard her dree
for lighter can she never be
but inin her bower she sits with pain
and willie mourns 0 er her in vain
and to his mother he has gone
that vile rank witch of vilest kind

his pleas are answered with

but she shall die and turn to clay
and you shall wed another may

the wife and child are saved through the intercession of billie
blin a kind of household grownupgrown up brownie who suggests a
trick which the couple use to force the witch to reveal the
charms she has imposed on the mother to prevent delivery
now they remove the charms

and now he s gotten a bonny young son
and meikle grace be him upon

the creatures of terror who peopled the unknown were
often appeased by human sacrifice one example moloch
about the eighth century BC was appeased best with the fry-
ing flesh of the firstbornfirstborn child

child ballad 6
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out of this cesspool of superstition grew the great world
of classical mythology this greek mythology is significant
for it was a forward step inin human thought looking at it
today it reveals that men were close to the earth to nature
the myths are related to trees seas flowers hills and human
beings the imagination was vividly alive but it was tuned to
see beauties not horrors it rose triumphant above the savage-
ry and fierceness of other cultures this greek culture is im-
portant to us for the winds of time have abrasively worn down
their monuments and carried their culture to us we are their
descendants politically intellectually and artistically

douglas bush says the folk who made the myths in
greece disliked the irrational and had a love for facts no
matter how ridiculous some of their stories appear 7 the
greeks made their gods in their own image like superior
men no dragons no animal gods they knew what they
looked like made statues of them made them companionable
and capable of human error one could both argue and laugh
with them the greek myths were basically an about face from
demon lovers vile witches and wicked stepmothers though
often associated in common thought with the romantic and
trivial greek mythology is shot through with strange lights of
imagination and feeling it shows a struggle to emerge from
the depths of primitive vagueness to a summit of artistic
significance its sheer beauty shows the artist s dreams of sym-
bols beyond themselves

the christian has a problem in determining the religious
value of hellenism gilbert murray in five stages of greek
religion says religion like poetry cannot be defined but one
may give some description of it it deals with the uncharted
origin of human experience and the region is apparently
infinite p 4 he goes on to say that to draw distinction
between religion and superstition is difficult all religion
might be false if analyzed into intellectual beliefs some
wrong if not wickedly wrong

but the religion of greece debarbarized people and worked
toward concord and fellow feeling and individual worth
the human being began to count

douglas bush pagan myth and the christian tradition in english poetry
philadelphia 1967 p 7
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A distinguishing feature of greek religion isis that poets
were prophets the poets were inspired by the gods this calls
for a story the god of gods zeus and mnemosyne memo-
ry begat ninenine daughters the muses like the trinity in chris-
tian philosophy the muses were one in purpose in objectives
their hearts were set upon song and their purpose was to free
man from care he was happy whom the muses loved at the
serviceservice of the muses was pegasus the winged steed unwearying
of flight and though his flight schedule covered the universe
yet mythology brought his home to his stable in corinth every
night wonders attended him flying too near the earth his
hoof struck the hill side and like a stroke from moses staff a
spring gushed forth the spring of hippocrene sacred to the
muses and poets poets drinking from the spring could speak
what gods would have them speak no wonder keats wished
for a draught from the pool of hippocrene

next in order to the gods came a few mortals so excellent
they almost equaled the gods the greatest was orpheus son
of a goddess the muse calliope and thracian prince his
mother gave him the gift of music presented a lyre by apollo
with his music he enchanted men and charmed wild beasts until
their savage growls were hushed and their snapping jaws re-
laxed the very trees and rocks strained to break loose from
their moorings and follow him with his harp he even turned
the courses of rivers after the loss of his new bride eurydice
he went to the world of death to retrieve her in the under-
world he struck his lyre and charmed all hades to stillness
tantalus forgot his thirst the eyes of the dread goddesses the
furies were wet with tears no one could refuse him anything

such was the power given to man by the muses
pagan myths have flourished through many christian centu-

ries christianity in its inception assimilated elements of pagan
religion and thought and after the first clashes between the
new and the old faiths the christian community recognized that
in secular aesthetic and moral life it had much to learn from
the ancients during the renaissance widespread reverence of
the greeks as a superior race gained support the christians
saw that to the greeks homer s works were a sort of bible
even though his gods and goddesses were not always circum-
spect st paul using a concept which is also greek said

the invisible things of him from the creation of the
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world are clearly seen being understood by the things that are
made acts 1718

plato reminds us in his republic that allegorical interpreta-
tions of the myths had already come to the rescue of religion
and morality the allegorical interpretations have also come
into the christian era in the sixth century fulgentius turned
the aeneid by allegory into a kind of pilgrims progress

on the same basis one could turn the orpheus story into
allegory orpheus was christ for he like christ was son of
god and man a reversal from virgin birth for orpheus was
son of a goddess and a man orpheus music like christ s words
touched the hearts of men so that they would follow him with
unreserved devotion like christ he had power over nature As
orpheus could turn rivers christ could still the waves orpheus
beloved eurydice is fallen man and orpheus leading her from
hades is symbolical of christ leading man to salvation man
like eurydice is prone to cast a longing look behind and thus
fail to gain salvation with his savior

the allegorical uses of myth can enlarge the soul how
feelingly they touch the heart shelley s drama prometheus
unbound is a striking example prometheus was capable of
divining the future as his name which means forethought
suggests some traditions account for the creation of man by
having the gods delegate to prometheus the right to create him
accordingly prometheus made man noble shaped him not like
animals but upright like the gods then he lighted a torch
on the sun and brought men fire a protection better than fur
or feathers or strength or swiftness for this jupiter was
furious to punish man he had vulcan lord of the forge
create woman thus pandora was forged an exquisite creature
given a grace or a beauty by each of the gods jupiter gave her
as a gift to prometheus suspecting jupiter s motives prome-
theus refused to accept her but his brother epimetheus did
accept her as a wife As a dowery she brought a huge jar which
she had been asked not to open curiosity however overcame
her and she opened it thus releasing from it all the plagues
and evils which since have followed mankind prometheus
however for his blasphemous acts was bound to a cliff in the
causasuscaucasusCausasus mountains where he was to remain eternally and
an eagle or vulture would peck at his liver each night only
for it to grow back to be eaten again after generations of
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suffering hercules flitting by released him from his torment
how and why mythology does not say

using the myth shelley has prometheus bound to the
cliff hisbis body bound but his spirit free before he is unbound
hebe attains courage and a state of patient opposition to tyranny
the hate for his persecutor the envy the desire for revenge
all are replaced with love supported then by earth his mother
and by asia the spirit of love and of nature and by the
primal power of earth jupiter the very symbol of tyranny is
driven from his throne and prometheus is freed yes by this
means shelley says that love will triumph over hate later in
hellas he identifies prometheus with christ he says

A promethianpromethean conquerer came he trod
the thorns of death and shame
the power of earth and air
fled from the folding star of bethlehem

apollo pan love
and even the olympian jove

grew weak for killing truth had glared on them 8

truth being our objective killing truth must glare on all
falsehood in all of our exploratory flights into the unknown
and immenseimmense world of the soul truth must stand guard to sub-
due evil herein lies our human dilemma recognition of truth
inin the area of the imagination where dire perplexities and
powerful ambiguities appear

christian poets have blended pagan elements into christian
writings the noble milton and deeply religious spencer were
most ambivalent inin this respect

but the christians too have myths which cry out for alle-
gorical or symbolic interpretation some years ago a married
couple came to my home obviously to get some help in settling
a dispute the husband maintained that a man has one less rib
than a woman genesis proved it for one of adam s ribs was
taken to make eve thus woman was made whole but man
left one rib short that night I1 gained in favor with the wife
since that time I1 have learned that all christian folk can be
divided into two classes those who believe in skeletal equality
of men and women and those who believe that man is one rib
short

worlds on worlds are rolling ever 161816 18 343834 38
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within christian faith folk imagination has often led
people astray henry adams thought that christian gullibility
for the supernatural had been exploited to build great churches
which could rightly be called monuments to superstition and
ignorance within christian faiths are many problems related
to spiritual experience william blake s life is one such
problem As a child he had visions of god and angels and as a
man he received visits from the spirits of great men when his
brother died blake saw his spirit pass from his body and
ascend upward clapping his hands with joy he said he wrote
what angels directed and he spoke of his visions as majestic
shadows gray but luminous he believed and implicitly
trusted the visions all nature to him was a vast and spiritual
symbolism yet he was a radical with ideas contrary to those
current in his day his great prophetic work the marriage
of heaven and hell challenged established virtues he was
thought insane yet henry crabb robinson said there is

something in the madness of this man which interests me more
than the sanity of lord byron and walter scott

blake s forte was the bible his prophetic books reminiscent
of the book of revelation his great message was be free
and love all things

another case study in this area is joan of arc and her mystic
experience the skeptic mark twain studied her life and
wrote a book personal reflections of joanloan of arc he hadbad an
iconoclast s itch to shatter the world of sham and superstition
yet he viewed joan of arc s visions with sympathy and
acceptance

mormon faith born as it was through the supernatural
powers of heavenly visitations and communion of god with
man and accepting biblical dictum as it does that mystical signs
shall follow them that believe is a powerful affirmation of
faith in the great world of the spirit

but the spiritual eyes of church folk are not always clear
and some have been too quick to see miracles too prone to see
the diabolical devil himself operating a ouija board too ready
to interpret a peregrination of the mind as a possession of the
devil or too eager to call a stranger who does a kindness an
ancient nephite of supernatural power too much inclined to
hear the voice of the dead or to die and experience a few hours
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of celestial living or even to embark into wild fantasy in the
name of religion which is little short of schizophrenia

in keeping our minds open to imagination we must take
care not to sponsor ignorance and superstition in no area of
human endeavor does man need to exercise his powers of selec-
tivity with such care as in the area of mind probings into the
unkownungown great myths of the past and present used correctly
are teachers of beauty and truth hopefully we rise above
superstition if we are inin tune with nature and can see the re-
flection of god in the sea the stretches of eternity in our
lengthened insights if we are not out of tune with our universe
we will have no need to say great god id rather bea
pagan suckled in a creed outworn 9 as wordsworth affirms
for we would have passed to the higher level

in the history of porter rockwell we have a story reflecting
something of the tradition of achilles and something of samp-
son the prophet joseph smith told rockwell that if he would
not cut his hair he would be invulnerable to enemy bullets
with but one exception he met the requirements and the dar-
ing and fearless deputy marshal and gunman died a natural
death in his bed

we have no need to place this story under the harsh judg-
ment of rationalization the truth is that it was a fact in
rockwell s private faith

many christian people believe implicitly in prayer we
would not have it otherwise many people privately promise
their heavenly father devotion and service in payment for a
received or anticipated blessing many people have premoni-
tions interpreted as divine guidance many sick are healed
through faith many feel the presence of god many are ex-
purgatedpurgated from hate because divine love comes into their hearts

these are rewards of imagination under controls of faith
tradition in song and story preserves for us a legacy of

faith faith in the guiding and protecting power of god in
answer to prayer sea gulls came to devour crickets that would
have destroyed crops we have no need to destroy what has
become legend

projecting ourselves into the world of the spirit is a very
real necessity for only through this projection can we believe

the world is too much with Us 9109 10
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even basic christian concepts there were no human eyewitness-
es to the greatest event in christian faith no one saw the
resurrection of jesus no canonical gospel presumes to describe
jesus emerging from the tomb our faith in jesus resurrection
is based on testimonies of those who saw the risen lord all
the historian can do is assemble evidence upon which faith can
be based

in our fear of giving credence to falsehood in the world of
the supernatural we must be aware that we cannot with im-
punity shut ourselves out of the great eternal and beautiful
world of the soul s aspirations through imagination our world
of eye and ear is beautified feelings are touched with music
that gives dimension to life out of the minds of men comes
art that elevates structures of transcendent beauty arise
architectural monuments to imagination word pictures come
to us through literary devices to move us into new worlds
myth tradition legend contribute to this richness

one of my fellow english teachers said literature class
is teaching thoreau in a windowless classroom to anyone
who cannot project his mind beyond the stretch of eyesight
all life is a windowless classrooom if on a clear day I1 stand
on the highest mountain and view the great stretches open to
my vision the experience isis ecstatic but the greatness of that
experience is the feeling of eternal immensity that it inspires
were I1 to sit at waldon pond with thoreau I1 would still be
in the windowless classroom if I1 did not have something of the
visionary insight of the soul s potential

to reach the hoped for utopia to make our world a present
pleasure we should abolish hate from our hearts transcend
the trivial and crude and achieve the great adventure the
exploration of the soul s immensity by full use of our imagina-
tive and creative powers



student protests

A threat
and an appeal

john R christiansen james T duke john F seggar
and william D payne

even if a person were trying to he could hardly avoid
receiving information on student protest activities not only do
newspapers radio and TV fairly scream out with protest
stories almost daily but a considerable amount of people s day
todayto day conversation also includes some reference to thehe what
why where and when of the protest movements

opinions about these protests range widely in attempting
to describe what protests are opinions range from a descrip-
tion of them as a fad which will soon pass away to that of a
movement which will eventually result in the complete change
of higher education as we know it the range of opinions about
the why of student protests includes analyses of metabolic
processes and theories of social evolution opinions about the

where of protests involve focusing on the multiversity with
its depersonalization and identity losses to universities having
11 weak kneed and lily livered administrators opinions of
the when of the campus protests have included statements
like they 11ll end after the elections to we can count on
something like this from now on

in this article we will attempt to provide information which
will enable the reader to develop more considered opinions as

this paper was given at the western conference of the council of state
governments in los angeles it has also been presented to both houses of
the utah legislature

dr christiansen is professor of sociology and chairman of the department
of sociology at brigham young university where dr duke is associate
professor dr seggar is assistant professor and mr payne is instructor of
sociology
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to the what why when and where of student protest move-
ments

data collection
in doing this we certainly do not claim to know many

much less all of the answers to questions being raised As
sociologists we suffer from the fact that there is a considerable
time lag between the time that problems are first encountered
until the time that reliable information is provided which is
based on solid empirical research such is the case now our
research is not yet producing definitive answers to these prob-
lems the information given here is based on an intensive anal-
ysis of scientific and nonscientific articles in journals news-
papers magazines and books and interviews with educators
dissidents right wingers and legislators throughout the past
year nevertheless the views presented here remain relatively
nonscientific and subjective even though a broad spectrum of
facts and opinions have been encountered

to understand these student protest movements it is nec-
essary to understand something about the students themselves
and particularly how they differ from students of the past
from us

for the most part they have never known hunger pro-
longed pain physical infirmity hard labor lack of clothing
inadequate housing or lack of job opportunities at least until
they became part of the protest movements they have never
been in a depression cranked a car fought in a war seen any-
one die held a permanent job painted a house milked a cow
saddled a horse or eaten vegetables they helped grow in a
garden hence their background of experience is such that
you might conclude that they have lived in a different world
from most of us

they are impatient they have grown up in the jet age when
minutes can bring about as much change as weeks did in the
past when fifteen minutes can bring a missile from russia to
their own back yard they have grown up in a time when
sufficient energy is available to literally move mountains to
send men to the moon and to destroy the world

they live in places where sufficient wealth and knowhowknow how
exist to adequately clothe house feed educate and care for all
people and they know it through television radio paper
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backs newspapers magazines and their own travels they are
better informed of the world around them than any student
generation in history has ever been not only are today s stu-
dents more aware of the world around them they are more
involved in it than previous generations were the entire world
is their concern even more perhaps than the united states was
our concern when we were students

moreover they have a greater commitment to solving the
world s problems than students of the past have had why
because they believe their own existence and that of others to
be in real jeopardy unless the world s problems are solved
they want to solve these problems now today why not wait
until they are out of college to solve these problems because
being in school is the only real existence the only life they
remember has been one in which they have been in school

moreover the student today has recognized perhaps more
than any of the rest of us that today s colleges and universities
has vast actual and potential power for making and changing
society student activists feel therefore that they can accom-
plish more by remaining a part of the university scene than by
leaving it

students for a democratic society SDS for example in
the port huron statement have said

the university is located in a permanent position of social
influence its educational function makes it indispensable and
automatically makes it a crucial institution in the formation of
social attitudes in an unbelievably complicated world it is
the central institution for organizing evaluation and trans-
mitting knowledge social relevance the accessibility to
knowledge and internal openness these together make the
university a potential base and agency in the movement of
social change

the what of student protests might be described then as
attempts to solve problems of local and worldwide interest by
using the universities as a change vehicle and to accomplish
these changes through violence actual or threatened

determining the why of any social movement as complex
as that of the student protests is no easy task one of the fac-
tors responsible for the student protests is the active support
given by communists of both the moscow and peking variety
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GOALS AND MEANS OF THREE RADICAL GROUPS
compiledcomplied from their officalofficial publications

students for democratic society SDS black panthers
goals means goals

1I generalgeneial 1I general 1I general
A destroy american society A wrest control of the edi we want freedom now
B participate actively tonal process from admin-

istrativeC regard nothing as sacred istrative bureaucracy 11II military
D cut through the signifysignifi B contact allies in labor and A we want all black men ex-

emptcance and meaning of poli-
cy

civil rights and other liber-
al

from military service
statements sources off the campus B we want peace

E disengage oneself from all III111 economicinstitutional concerns A we want land forty acres
11II DIsordetdisorder 11II disorder apiece

A disturb the peace A set up barricades
B disarm the police B fire molotov cocktails
C tear apart the institutions C jam radio equipment B we want bread
D develop guerilla forces for D drop bombs down man

urban areas holes and plumbing sys-
tems

E halt vehicles traf-
fic

causing C we want decent housing
problems D we want clothing

F demonstrate individual dis-
sent

E we want full employment
by use of questions F we want an end of ex-

ploitationspeeches and all kinds of by the white
heckling man

III111 civil rights 111IIIill civil rights IV political
A end racismracism no specific means indicated A we want to determine theB defend the right of black destiny of the black com-

munity
people to defend and liber-
ate themselves by any B we want an immediate endmeans necessary to police brutality and

IV military affairs IV military affairs murder of black people
A support the people s strug-

gle
A disrupt draft boards by C we want black juries from

in vietnam registering under ffalsealse black communities for
B hinder the american war names so federal agents black trials

effort will lose time tracking D we want justiceustice
down the problem V education

B Ppicketcketceet recruiting areas A we want an education that
C hold war crime trials for

i
teaches us our true history

recruiters B we want to know our
D disrupt recruiters by get place inin this society

ting tables next to theirs
and causing a rucus

E place war crime and other SDS continued
dramatic posters at recruit-
ing

B achieve student powersites or training class-
rooms C disrupt the educational sysF remove recruiters by force temterntermtemm
fear or threat

G make appointments with
recruiters to harass debate
and take up time

V government V governmentgoveagovef amentnment
A people should have demo-

cratic
pick public fights with welfare

powers in all major workers
institutions

B government will listen to
the needs of the people
not big business that con
trois it

VI education VI education
A end the grading system A start trash can fires in high

schools and set off the
alarms
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GOALS AND MEANS OF THREE RADICAL GROUPS
compiled from their officalofficial publications

black panthers hippies
means goals means

1I general I1 general 1I general
achieve our goals by any A promote nonviolence A give to persons who are inin

means B oppose acquisition of ma-
terial

need
goods B promote nudism sexualII11li military

refuse to fight for a govern-
ment

C promote complete freedom promiscuity and drug us-
agethat does not protect of expression

us D explore meaningful experi-
ences

C participate inin hallucinogen-
ic experiences

III111illili economic
E advocate gentleness in hu-

man
D heheightenightenahten experiences

A make federal government
interaction through sensory experi-

mentsresponsible for giving every
F live for the momentandman employment a
G maintain a political stand

incomeguaranteed H oppose asceticismof production inB put means
1I oppose academism but not

the hands of the commun-
ity not in the hands of big intellectualism

business J include everyone in the
realm of social interaction

C put land and housing in co-

operatives
K participate not spectatespeciatespec tate

particularly in the arts
L support female equality

no double standard of mor-
ality allow women to be
as equally promiscuous as

IV political men
A maintain the right to sep-

arate
II11 military II11il military

under provision of end the war in vietnam use slogans like make love
the constitution not war

black self defenseB organize III111ili economicIII111 economeconomiclcgroups dedicated to defend
A do away with papayy toilets A protest by urinating and

black communitythe excreting in the gutter on
C bear arms

B provide free food the grass etc
all blacks from jailsD free C use hippie guides on bus B set up the equivalent of aimprisoned bythey were ash-

bury
salvation army kitch-
en

tours through haight soup
biased judges and juries

V education D work should be a sideline C have stores where every-
thingorganize youth groups for in-

doctrination
not the main time con-
sumer

is free
sessions

E oppose technology com-
mercialismmercial ism and careerism

F support communalism as a
SDS continued way to minimize cost of

living
B disrupt meetings of stu-

dent
G oppose commercialization

body officers of hippiedomehippiedome by madi-
sonC win a majority of the avenue

seats inin government elec-
tions

IV law and order IV law and order
A oppose legislation prohi-

biting
A use of drugs such as LSD

D boycott classes use of psychedelic and speed
E get student teaching assis-

tants
drugs B talk things out with peo-

plestriketo B maintain better communi-
cationF instigate mass demonstra-

tions
with authorities C stage protests such as the

C abolish laws preventing golden gate park strip
sit insG instigate self expression in

H make appointments with D oppose organization D combine efforts to preventofficials hin-
der
university

their work
to E support commcommunalismcommunalicommunaleunaliI1sm leadership from emerging

F oppose bureaucratization E live in coop apartments
I1 check out all the library 20 to 30 in each apartment

books to hinder library
function

J make debate and controver-
sy the common style for
educational life
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the organized protest groups such as the SDS make full
use of tried and proven communist tactics including the use of
popular social reforms as a means of attracting fellow travel-
ers opportunists and dupes to their programs of sub-

version revolution and violence 1

the student who walks into an SDS meeting today hears
marxist rhetoric which is virtually indistinguishable from radio
moscow SDS organizers denounce oppressors exploiters
and the al caponescalones who run this country goal orientations
of the different new left groups as given in their news-

papers such as the SDS new left notes the black panther

and the berkeley barb show remarkable similarities favorit-
ism is shown to peking communist styles rather than moscow

in SDS new left notes of october 7 1968 they give a

prescription for violence which has been closely followed

our strategy therefore must be an attack on the entire
institution of the university a challenge to its purpose and to
its right to exist wherever possible we must strive to shut
it down shut it down rather than reform it because as

long as the society exists in its present form the university
can only function to achieve the ends we have just discussed

the ends referred to happen to be the perpetuation of our
society as we know it

these tactics and concerns of the american student move-
ment parallel those of student movements around the world
on the issue of university reform the two major world con-

federations of student unions agree the international union
of students headquartered in prague czechoslovakia and the
international student conference with offices in leiden hol-
land have issued official statements urging their member

national unions to engage aggressively in university reform

university reform refers to greater participation by students
in university governance to reduction of control over students
private lives and to the guarantee of freedom to criticize
society and activate reforms without fear of penalty by the
institution students in the countries where these student unions

are powerful believe that the university should protect their
groups from laws and prosecution when they do engage in
reform activity which takes a revolutionary turn in some

1J edgar hoover masters of deceit new york 1958 ppap 819681 96 9910099 100
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latin american universities where student power is unrestricted
we have the situation in which professors are afraid to assign
grades which reflect students actual performance for fear of
personal harm

these students strongly advocate that the university should
be a sanctuary from the laws and authorized law agents in
many foreign countries they have virtually achieved this goal
and in our own country they are pushing toward this by de-
manding that university administrators keep outside law
officers from entering the campus and give them amnesty dur-
ing campus protests

As important a factor in student protests as are the com-
munist related and supported new left activists organizations
they are not the only factors responsible for the protest move-
ments there are many other important contributing factors
to the phenomena of student protests these include concerns
and frustrations which make it possible for students to be or-
ganized and activated on issues of local and nonlocal concern

in the words of dr robert H shaffershattershafter former dean of
students at indiana university

society would be making a grave mistake if it were to
dismiss current student unrest and student militancy as the
work of a few troublemakers political leftists or disturbed
individuals while it is important not to exaggerate the total
number involved the fact isis that many students are genuinely
disturbed at a society which seems to them to be hypocritical
rigid unresponsive and incompetent in meeting its problems

A paper presented at the 25th annual utah conference on
higher education dixie college september 12 1968

much of the tension which results in student protests arises
from an awareness of the inconsistency or as they put it
hypocrisy existing in society they have been taught that two
and two make four and this simple logic is appealing even
when applied to the most complex problems they see a
contradiction in the judeofudeo christian ethic which most accept in
the united states and our treatment of one another this con-
tradictiontradiction has to do with the majority s espousal of but non-
practice of values which emphasize the good of loving neigh-
bors as ourselves and of sharing our all with the poor
these young people maintain that our society has the capability
of caring for its own its sick and indigent but does not ade
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quatelyquatela do so contrary to its own professed values it is overly
materialistic and refuses to share its wealth and energy while
this explanation is too simple to fully explain the economics of
poverty in our complex society there is truth in it

many students also find it difficult to understand why the
US a first rate military power should be challenged by a
third rate power accept the challenge and then not win the
war moreover they are disturbed by our professed commit-
ment to racial equality and the fact that massive segregation still
exists in public schools they are repelled by what they see as
pure hypocrisy in society s prohibition of marijuana LSD and
other hallucinogenic drugs and at the same time its toleration
and even encouragement of drug use and abuse on a vast scale

they know that the average family in the united states uses
five psychoactivepsycho active drugs a day and that many mothers medi-
cine cabinets contain diet pills sleeping pills sedativesseda tives and
tranquilizers not to speak of other drugs and pep pills in
addition caffeine is used to get parents off to a good start in
the morning nicotine and caffeine keep them going during the
day and a cocktail is their evening reward for standing on their
own two feet and successfully fighting the battles of life all
this means that attitudes toward drug usage are learned from
the family at a very early age these young people tend to
believe that alcohol and cigarettes are just as harmful as if not
more harmful than marijuana when we recall that there are
over seven million alcoholics in the US that alcohol is a factor
in more than half of the fatal highway accidents and that over
58000 people died of lung cancer last year they have a point

when dr david smith medical director of the haight
ashbury medical clinic visited the BYU campus in 1968 he
pointed out this inconsistency he spoke of a TV program on
which he participated which was designed to give a message
against drug usage but in giving the one antidruganti drug message
they gave five pro drug messages through the commercials
which sponsored the program

students are perplexed by the inconsistency of a society
whose ideal standard of morality is so far removed from its
actual standard A song satarizingsatar izing this theme has recently been
very popular with teenagers the harper valley PTA

another factor which contributes to student unrest is the
changed orientation of higher education students come to col
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lege expecting to learn answers to most of life s perplexing
problems through personal contacts with men and women of
wisdom compassion and breadth but are often bitterly disap-
pointed instead they find themselves identified not by name
but by number in large classes memorizing information with
most of their actual learning coming through interaction with
other students in riesman and jencks terms the academic
revolution doubleday and company inc they are too often
faced with pendantrypendantry and alienated erudition by a faculty
member who is narrow inin his field and getting narrower being
led in his search for status to sacrifice his teaching for an
overbalancedoverbalanced emphasis on research andor consulting A double
tragedy is that the direction of his research is more often dic-
tated by government support agencies rather than the needs of
his discipline

owing to their relatively great contact with national and
world events their limited experience with history their ideas
concerning society s hypocrisy disillusionment with their learn-
ing experience in colleges and other factors some students will
be fair game to be organized by their dedicated revolutionary
prone peers activist leaders need only find a focus which will
draw attention and sympathy of these and other students to
foment a protest

if a protest is organized by the SDS or some similar organi-
zation and certainly not all are it will be designed to
accomplish both the majority s goals and also those of the
minority organizers in the violent confrontations you can be
quite sure that the trained agitator will only rarely be in a
position which may result in his being arrested or being seen
as the instigator he like the pyromaniac will be back in the
crowd eagerly watching the result of his carefully planned
work

now finally what are some recommendations for handling
and preventing student protests the general approach ought
to be one of eliminating as far as possible the issues which
activists can use to foment campus disturbances and then
through establishing communication channels and involvement
of representative student leaders keep all informed as to the
work involved in solving the issues that remain at the same
time efforts must be made to preserve the integrity of the
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campus from any and all threats more specifically we should
accept the point of view of the activists that the university is
a most important institution in our society it is a source of
supply for trained contributing manpower but it is much more
than that it is a factor in the shaping of public opinion
attitudes and values the universities play a large part in deter-
mining not only the quality of training our young people re-
ceive but also the quality of the young people themselves

with the university viewed and declared to be a vital
national resource we would not permit a threat to its opera-
tion to go unchallenged any more than we would permit a
disruptive attack to be made on the white house the san
francisco mint or a SAC missile base we would meet all such
threats with all resources available we should commend rather
than condemn university administrators who immediately call
for help from outside law agencies when their campus security
forces fail to stop destruction to do otherwise is to invite ap-
peasementpeasement by those overly concerned for their careers rather
than principles the universities cannot be permitted to be
sanctuaries for those who are not willing to abide by the laws
of the land in dealing with less serious offenses college offi-
cials should quickly impose penalties commensurate with the
seriousness of the infractions including expulsion to do this
however a system of due process acceptable to constitutional
law should be established on every campus serious violations
should be referred to civil authorities immediately

now what can we recommend about prevention first
hypocrisy poverty segregation unemployment and other of so-

ciety s ills could be reduced with better laws and more efficient
administration of them legislation and enforcement concern-
ing drug usage and other dysfunctionaldysfunctional behavior should be
updated and made more consistent in some states for example
the punishment for marijuana use is about the same as that for
second degree murder punishment for drunken driving is mini-
mal and no laws exist concerning use of speed methambetham
phetimines

law enforcement and court practices need to be made more
consistent with the times and knowledge we have about mili-
tant protest movements for example the october 7 1968 SDS
new left notes quotes J edgar hoover as follows
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the new left is composed of radicals anarchists paci
fists crusaders socialists communists idealistsidealists and malcon-
tents this movement best typified by SIDSSDS has an almost
passionate desire to destroy the traditional values of our
democratic society and the existing social order

beneath this quotation is a description of six protest demonstra-
tions the thrust of the article is that despite what hoover has
said you can break the laws in protests and get away with it

parents may wish to evaluate their own behavior to deter-
mine whether it is inconsistent with their professed value sys-
tem violations of highway speed limits hunting or fishing
laws income tax regulations and gossip are the kinds of norm
evasions from which children learn and use as rationalizations
for their own behavior parents might create a strong subcul-
ture within their families by presenting and discussing their
own value systems with their children on a regular basis so
that any misunderstandings the children have about their par-
ents values and behavior may be eliminated

now very briefly following are aa few preventative mea-
sures that might be applied to the university scene

1 insure that student government organizations are a pow-
erful democratic important functioning part of the
university student governments can portray the best of
our democratic ideals if permitted to do so most uni-
versitiesversi ties however in samuel D gouldsgouldgouids words

put the student leaders out to pasture in some remote
corner of the institutional ranch where with adequate
fencing they can graze peacefully and wax fat and docile
they will then always be properly deferent will be grateful
for any little attention tendered them and will never ask
embarrassing or challenging questions

last year through the efforts of BYU s dynamic stu-
dent body president paul gilbert we saw student
government working within the framework of law to
solve the off street parking conflict with provo city
student leaders acting on issues important to the stu-
dents won the support of the vast majority of the stu
dentbodydentbody and the respect of law enforcement and city
officials some colleges like eastern oregon are pro-
viding stipends for their elected student body officers
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comparable to those received by varsity athletes this
action tends to upgrade the offices and makes it possible
for the officers to devote time and energy to their posi-
tions

2 provide for students to be informed through elected
representatives of the considerations going into decisions
that are made concerning them if students know of the
many factors which must be weighed and balanced in
making important decisions they are much more likely
to support the decision than if they are faced with fiats

3 provide for greater involvement of faculty members
with students personal relationships must be estab-
lished this can be encouraged if both quality teaching
and research are rewarded

4 provide preschool orientation inin which all students are
informed about acceptable and unacceptable conduct
and the consequences of both if misbehavior occurs
immediate steps should be taken through due process
to handle it in a positive way this orientation could
begin the task of letting students know of their import-
ance to the university and the importance of the univer-
sity to them the state nation and the world they could
start to become identified with a cause which they as
self sufficient trained and dedicated young people
together with the university can help achieve the
betterment of all mankind

much more could be said but only this will be said we
have never had greater challenges presented our youth than we
have today nor have we had more able and sensitive youth
we have never had a greater threat to our universities nor
have we had finer universities we have never had so much
knowledge but so little knowledge of our most pressing
problems

if we will listen to the message that our youth are trying
to give us and have the courage to change our behavior and
institutions in keeping with our finest democratic and religious
principles we will be able to respond to that message properly
and in doing so will not only preserve our youth but our
country and ourselves



some answers

to campus dissent

SPIRO T AGNEW
vice president of the united states of america

I1 guess you d like to know how I1 m learning my new job
well senator bennett will tell you that I1 m learning how to
sleep with my eyes open in the senate also I1 ve found out
that the vice presidency is totally removed from politics I1

learned that when I1 got my salary check last week through the
ford foundation

for me the brigham young campus offers a refreshing
change of pace its virtues are readily apparent here the
scenery is magnificent the buildings are handsome and you
can still tell the boys from the girls now don t misunder-
stand me 1I don t have anything against long hair but I1 didndian t
raise my son to be my daughter

when you read of campus violence day after day and when
you survey a strident student minority long on locks and lean
on faith there appears reason to despair more americans
should learn about brigham young university our nation s

largest private school does honor to the public spirit much
credit belongs to president wilkinson to the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints and to those who come to teach
and those who come to learn here

the founder of this school brigham young once said
the first great principle that ought to occupy the attention

of mankind that should be understood by the child and the
adult and which is the mainspring of all action whether
people understand it or not is the principle of improvement 11

improvement is the purpose of education it s the work of
the school the college and the university improvement can-
not be achieved in a condition of anarchy or uproar today
our colleges are under siege

A forum address at brigham young university may 8 1969

433
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what we have witnessed in the past weeks is not mere
delinquency nor mere disruption both words dismiss too
lightly the grave implications of college disorders and the re-
action to them that is reverberatingreverberating across the country

not in every case but in too many cases we have young
adults hell bent on nonnegotiable destruction

we have college administrators confused and capitulatingcapitula ting
we have sophisticated faculties distraught and divided over
issues as basic as assault and battery breaking and entering
theft or vandalism all of which we understand to be crime

we have a new breed of self appointed vigilantes arising
the counter demonstrators taking the law into their own hands
because weak and equivocating officials fail to call the law
enforcement authorities

we have a vast faceless majority of the american public
in quiet fury and with good reason over this situation

not one of these elements is constructive compounded
they create first chaos and then repressive reaction

the anatomy of violence is unpleasant and difficult to
understand sometimes we wonder how we reached this route

I1 offer you a few answers and I1 offer them from this
framework there is little the federal government can do inin
this situation but if the people who can do something don t
start acting I1 m fearful of what forces could fill this vacuum

I1 recognize that only a small minority less than two per-
cent of america s six nearly seven million college students
participate in disruptive dissent but the damage they do to
the spirit of academic freedom and in fact all freedoms isis

vastly greater than their numbers these students whose re-
course to reform is demand rather than debate lawlessness
rather than logic have the same philosophy as dictators

condemning the tactics of violence is not concluding that
there is no need for change but as you all learn from your
first course in philosophy the difference between a free society
and a totalitarianism is one the treatment of ends versus
means

in a totalitarian society only the ends are important the
means to reach them whether just or brutal are irrelevant in
a free society the means are just as important as the ends

the law is our means in america constitutional govern-
ment provides for elected officials elected officials who are
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responsible to their electorateselectorates the people who put them in
office to change the law structured law differentiates human
civilization from animal anarchy representative democracy
permits change and prevents totalitarianism

democracy is sustained through one great premise the
concept that civil rights are balanced by civil responsibilities
my right to life liberty and the pursuit of happiness isis secure
only so long as I1 respect your right to life liberty and the
pursuit of happiness I1 can claim no right as a human being or
a citizen that you cannot claim equally under the law the
two edged sword of rights and responsibilities is the defense of
a free society

when any group asserts rights without commensurate re-
sponsibilities a privileged class emerges creating an atmos-
phere of abuse paving the way to the ultimate abuse that is

totalitarianism
now the time has come for america s colleges under siege

to assert themselves this is not to say we can t improve our
colleges I1 sincerely believe that every sector of society should
question the present fundamentals that shape our systems of
education certainly if even two percent of our students will
resort to violence and a far larger percentage will stand silently
by perhaps even stand sympathetically by we are failing some-
where along the line

compelling questions over the validity of our present sys-

tem must be asked and answered
for example does every high school graduate need or de-

sire to spend four years in college should education be a
terminal process or a continuing one Is it not possible that
the most relevant role of the college would be enlarging the
availability of enriching adult education

among the competing priorities for the public dollar
should the four year college take precedence over strengthening
compensatory education improving vocational technical pro-
grams and expanding community colleges to make two years
of practical usable higher education available to all

I1 think one of the most neglected fields of education in our
time is that of vocational technical training and I1 think we ve

failed because we ve classed this particular type of training
at the high school level alone it seems to me that it should be

possible to discern among certain students that their fortes lie

not in formal education of the typical college type but in voca
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tionaldional technical training where they will learn a useful skill
and be able to make an adequate living

discussion should take into account the views of such ex-
perts as dr bruno bettelheim the renowned psychologist
psychiatrist at the university of chicago who in a recent testi-
mony before the house special subcommittee on education
stated this

all too many who now go to college have little interest
ability and use for what constitutes a college education
they would be better off with a high level vocational edu-
cation which is closely linked to a work program which
gives scope to their needs for physical activity and visible
tangible achievement the complaint of many of these stu-
dents is that nobody needs them they feel like parasites of
society and hence come to hate a society which they think
makes them feel this way

certainly our institutions of higher education must take the
initiative in asking the hard questions and in achieving internal
reforms

many colleges and universities the ones we do not read
about have developed legitimate and immediate methods for
students to articulate their grievances

these schools have done more than simply offer courses on
democracy they have assured their students of due process
which is an integral part of our democratic system

A society as sophisticated as ours can establish practical
workable degrees of student participation we can navigate
some middle course without students locking teachers up or
administrators locking students out

another middle ground which must be found is the place
of the college in the community higher education can only
benefit from a close introspective look at such policies as

publish or perish a voice for faculty below the professorial
level the proper balance in decisions between administrators
and academiciansacademic ians

an insistence on relevancy in curriculum is not an unreason
able request within bounds that are applicable and just but
when students simultaneously demand an increased social con-
science on the part of the university and an end to ROTC pro-
grams which some of them desire there is an absolute lapse
of logic
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what is the ROTC if it is not education to serve our coun-
try I1 want to tell you that I1 am most disturbed about the lack
of freedom on the part of those students who would like to
learn the fundamentals of officer training in college the lack
of the ability of those students to have that training because a

small dissident minority who wants training of a specialized
sort that it desires refuses to stand still and let someone else
elect what he wants to study

not only does that disturb me I1 think it disturbs most
people across the country but when you consider that this
country s strength in time of trial and turmoil has come from
its citizen army and that the freedoms that we enjoy we enjoy
because we understand among our responsibilities as citizens
lies the inherent basic need to defend this country in time of
crisis and that defense comes best from our citizens and not
from any elite professional military organization oh certain
ly we need the cadres of our military academies but the bal
ance that has always existed in our large citizen armiesarmies comes
about because the people who are trained to lead those armies
are basically civilians and not soldiers and they respect and
understand the need to get this country back to a peaceful
civilian status as quickly as posiblepossibleposible and that s what we are
trying to take out of our colleges today or the defense depart-
ment will have to respond if there is no way to train officers
in the colleges of this country the defense department will
have to create some other professional way to train them and
when that is done the sensitivity of the civilian soldier that I11

spoke about will be lacking
each college must determine its own middle ground some-

where between ivory tower retreat and settlement house im-
mersionmersion in a recent article journalist william shannon de-
lineated the role of higher education and he said this

it is to transmit knowledge and wisdom and to enhance them
by research and study the university is not a forum for
political action it is not a training ground for revolution-
aries it is not a residential facility for the psychiatrically
maladjusted it is not a theater for acting out racial fears and
fantasies

and I1 agree with those words and he went on to say

the university is a quiet place deliberately insulated
from the conflicts and pressures of the larger society around
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it reason and civility are essential to its very nature because
its aimalmaimalm is truth not power questioning and criticizing and
listening must be done objectively logically and above all
lawfully when administrators and faculties capitulate before
storm trooper tactics they are not only doing a grave dis-
serviceservice to academic freedom but all freedoms

finally not only the institution of education but every in-
stitutionstitution comprising our society must share in this drive for re-
newed responsibilities the family remains the fundamental
institution parental discipline is the gateway to knowledge
permissive parents do their children no favors because no self
discipline can come without discipline being there first and
it is a lack of discipline in the family that has led to the abusive
conduct of the small minority of students that I1 talked about
earlier

the family alone can provide the bedrock security of the
soul which enables the mature individual to look within rather
than from without for moral direction

organized religion regardless of denomination is an
institution possessing a moral ethical mandate

the conduct of brigham young university offers inspiring
evidence of the serenity and strength which stems from strong
faith

the media our free press are not exempt from construc-
tive introspection all too often the media have been too quick
to assume that confrontation is a necessary catharsis to a sick

society to report want and destruction in terms of noble causes
to publicize the least responsible leadership in any self
proclaimed crusade

how many businesses for example are out ahead attack-
ing problems in advance of requests or regulations from gov-
ernmenternment the industrial community also needs to involve itself
more heavily in these problems it s the failure of the private
sector to act which prods the public sector to enter

now if our society is ever going to protect itself from per-
petual violent assaults every institution must work together
for our society is nothing more than the sum of its institutions

if the family fails can we expect the school to succeed if
the school fails can free enterprise compensate if the media
or the church do not inculcate conscience should government
fill the vacuum my answer is an emphatic no govern
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mentmerit s role isis to enlarge opportunity and to protect competing
ideologies in the hope that the best will prevail

when I1 say that I1 don t mean to say that government should
not be moral but government s morality should be drawn
from the traditional institutions of our society responsible for
imparting ethics to the individual

america is not yet two centuries old it is hard to believe
that we are that young a country in our evolution we have
seen social economic and political progress without precedent
in the history of the world we have made this progress
through freedom law and order structured by the world s oldest
enduring constitution

we have resisted every assault upon democracy by totali-
tarian forces from without and I1 am confident that our socie-
ty will defend itself from attempts to impose absolutism or
create anarchy from within

the american system has never been stronger never been
more vital the american conscience is awake and the ameri-
can spirit is very much alive
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BOUND TO SUCCEED

with the collapse of the old sacral kingship all around the
mediterranean in the middle of the first millennium B C men
were everywhere asking themselves what forever after remained
the golden question of the civilized world who s in charge
around here by way of answer a breed of ambitious and
often capable men the tyrants moved in and took over in the
name of law and order the fatal weakness of their position
was that their authority resting neither on birth nor election
could be legitimately challenged at any time by anybody that
was strong enough to stand up to them so the world shouted
paeans of gratitude and joy when hard on the heels of the ty-
rants another and a very different kind of task force appeared a

saintly band of prophets a generation of wandering wisemen
the sophaisophoisopholsochol best represented by the immortal seven sages these
men of matchless intellect and sublime compassion after cor-

recting the political and moral disorders of their own societies
wandered through the world free of earthly passions and at-
tachmentstachments seeking only wisdom and imparting freely of their
vast knowledge and perception to distraught and disorganized
communities throughout the ancient world it was their self-
less activity that put the greek world on its feet after the dark
ages or so it was believed

young men everywhere fascinated by the powerful minds
and godlike independence of these great teachers followed

dr nibley professor of history and religion at brigham young univer-
sity is a frequent contributor to BYU studies he is the author of numerous
books on church subjects
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them from city to city in droves begging to become their dis-
ciples and vying for the privilege of serving them and of plac-
ing their fortunes which were often considerable at their
disposal great cities and mighty potentates were willing to
offer anything for the healing ministrations which the sophoisophai
gave to all free of charge it was a shame to see such a highly
marketable product going for nothing and it was not long
before a new type of wisemen appeared the SophissophjjsophistsSoph jjts meaning
so called or pseudo wisemen they diligently imitated every
detail of dress manner and speech which had endeared the
real sages to the whole of mankind by which bait they too
gathered disciples in their highly publicized travels and were
soon able to settle down and establish expensive and fabulously
profitable schools in the big cities

the special education in which these schools excelled went
under the name of rhetoric which was boldly and unashamedly
defined and advertised as the art of giving people exactly
what they want in order to get exactly what you want out of
them to palliate their sordid commercialism the sophist
teachers always insisted that they were frank searching un-
sparing crusaders of the emancipated mind and it was so-
crates dangerous calling to expose the fraudulence of that
claim he accused the brotherhood of training their pupils to
appear in the eyes of the ignorant to know more than those
who really know to which they replied that they could see
nothing wrong with that since experience showed that such
clever sales techniques always paid off but what is that so-
crates protested but a mere knack and a routine busy work

I1 call it foul as I1 do all ugly things socrates also fore-
saw and prophesied that any system of hard and honest educa-
tion would be forced ofofff the market in short order by a com-

peting system which offered its students fun and games at
school and top administrative jobs and big pay afterward for
of course the sophistsSophists as would be successors to the sophoisophai
specialized in preparing the young for important public office
and private fortunes rhetoric was the manipulation of people
especially in the mass and its professors promised wealth fame
and power to those who took their courses from which it can
be readily seen that socrates was a troublemaker who would
have to be removed and removed he was by that very class
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of professors who forever after proclaimed him their patron
saint

also removed from competition as socrates predicted was
any field of serious study that might distract the young from
the business of life the business of making money this was
done neatly and effectively by setting up counter courses in
science philosophy mathematics etc which while pretending
to be the real thing were much shorter easier and spicier than
the old courses promising the student exactly thediedle same results
but with the assurance so said the brochure that you can
do it all lying down teachers of rhetoric having thus forced
all other teachers out of business soon began to employ their
irresistible weapons with deadly efficiency against each other
the escalation of competitive simplification sweetening and
spicing soon brought the schools to that state of total inanity
which never ceases to amaze and appall the student of ancient
rhetoric the most astounding phenomenon of all being the
endless succession generation after generation of world re
nowneddowned scholars and students who have absolutely nothing to
say but derive their vital nourishment from the mere fact of
association with a tradition and institution of learning

KEEPING OUT OF TROUBLE

the century before christ was a time of chronic and mount-
ing social unrest that by the time of caesar hadbad become quite
unbearable it was a world gone mad when it began to

appear that augustus caesar was the man to put an end to
the worldwide acosmicacosmia all power was put into his hands by a
grateful humanity and whenever he modestly suggested laying
down the burden of his absolute and ever growing powers
people simply panicked by shrewd economics and iron control
of the military augustus gave a feeling of security to the
whole world his vast construction projects were meant to give
his people a pleasing nay a magnificent environment by tak-

ing over the supervision and financing of the youth clubs

throughout italy the juventiusjuventusjuventus he brought under control the
most dangerous and irresponsible expression of the general
social malaise but the cornerstone of his grand design for
preserving peace and order inin the world was education

As a boy augustus had been sent by his uncle julius caesar
to study with the great apollodorusApollo dorus in apollonia apollo
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dorus was a typical sophist whose writings have probably done
more to wreck the cause of real education by supplanting the
reading of original authors by his own required college survey
than those of any other man now the theme song of the sop
histsfists was that education isis the solution to all social ills and
augustus firmly believed what the secretary of a later emperor
wrote that education alone gives rome the right to rule the
world accordingly he spared no pains in searching out and
encouraging any sign of talent in the young he would agree
with pliny that the education of the poor is the responsibility
of the princeps pericles had made athens the teacher of
hellas by bringing together under his hospitable roof the
greatest thinkers in every field the scipionicScip ionic circle in rome
had tried the same sort of thing augustus following their
example drew the professors of the east to rome with fabulous
salaries and total indulgence of their vanity he not only allowed
them complete freedom of speech but patiently suffered their
outrageous insolence after the death of the dull and busy
grind hyginus the presidency of the great palatine academy
went to M P marcellus an ex boxer who told the emperor
you supply the people but we supply the education and

he got away with it so did his successor elemonpaelemonpaelemanPa an ex slave
who announced that real education had begun at his birth and
would perish at his death though two successive emperors
tiberius and claudius both declared paelemonelemonpaelemanPa utterly unfit to
teach the youth because of his gross and vicious immorality
his position was never in jeopardy because he had written a
handbook of rules for correct speech timogenesTimogenes came to rome
from alexandria as a cook got a job as a litter bearer took up
rhetoric and ended up as a close friend of augustus who
tolerated his unbelievable impudence in hopes that there might
be real intelligence behind it there was not the egyptian
aaionaplonaalon was lured to rome from the presidency of the university
0offr alexandria1 pliny called him the drum of his own fame
and the salty tiberius gave him the title of the cymbal of
the universe to describe his brash and ceaseless boasting and
self glorification he produced nothing of value

space will not allow us to unfold the long catalogue of men
who guided the thinking of the civilized world for a thousand
years let it suffice to name symmachusSymmachus perhaps the most
influential man in scholarship and government the roman
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world ever saw of whose greatest writing professor raby
wrote the ordinary reader seeks in vain some glimmer of
reasonableness some promise of sense what more com-
pelling testimony could there be than the careers of such men
to the miraculous powers of that system of education for
success inaugurated by the sophistsSophists of old in time every town
in the empire was provided with schoolmasters at government
expense three sophistsSophists for a small town four sophistsSophists and
four grammarians for county court towns deoraagora i dikon and
five rhetousrhetors and five grammarians for cities from vespasian
on the imperial government paid the salaries of teachers in-
cludingcl under severus alexander the elementary teacher in
every village justinian issued his pragmatic sanction that the
youth may be trained in liberal studies throughout the do-

mainmainmaln
the student registering in any of the schools was entering

a world of make believe indeed schole and its latin equivalent
audusludus both mean play the school is a little universe of its
own where one engages in such liberal activities as are not
prescribed by the exigencies of real life the education for
life idea dio chrysostom noted really turned the schoolroom
into a playroom and rendered the student peculiarly unfit for
life one of the main functions of the school was to keep the
young out of trouble by channelling their energies into tradi-
tional and accepted areas of expression the system was ori-
ginally designed for upper class youths brought up by slaves
who spoiled them rotten traditionally permitted to indulge in

properly directed political rioting and midnight depredations
against the lower classes and their leaders they were petted
and envied by the whole society which officially prolonged
adulescentlaadulescentia and its licenceslicenseslicences to the age of forty nature it-
self suggests desires to youth wrote cicero and if they in-

jure no one else s life whatever they do is endurable and par-
donable only a crank would deny youth their amours with
courtesanscourtesans philostratusPhilostratus blasts the romans for their scrupulous

attention to harbors and roads while neither you nor your

laws show the slightest interest in the children of your cities

or in the young people or women st augustine bears this

out if a boy was inin school his parents could forget about him

if he was not in school nobody cared about him
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the hellfirehell fire clubs of athens and the scandalous rioting
of alcibiades and his crowd were a direct result of the eman-
cipatedci and permissive teachings of the sophistsSophists of course
such behavior was disavowed by the professors who made
a special point of insisting that a teacher was never to be held
responsible for anything a pupil might do for that matter a
teacher was not responsible for what he might do lactantiusLactantius
says that the most immoral and greedy professor he ever knew
specialized in courses on virtue and the austere life and why
not what good does it do wrote john chrysostom the
greatest teacher of his day to pay high salaries to teachers
and raiseraise up a host of experts when thediedye actions of our society
speak so much louder than their safe conventional platitudes
for discipline of the mind is as far beyond mere lectures on
education as doing is from talking

the schools designed to please and attract the youth made
no attempt to limit their fun but only to channel it quintillian
after some hesitation decided that the corruption of morals
which was a natural and expected part of life at the bigger
schools was after all a price worth paying for the stimulation
associations competition and professional openings they of-
fered everywhere as rhode puts it people of every class
became inflamed with a desire to achieve the new success
parents pushed their children into it full of ambition for
their children wrote petronius they don t want to see them
study the hard way and of course everybody isis going to
school in such numbers that you can t even count them they
all want to begin at the top says pliny want to know every-
thing at once and are quite satisfied with themselves as

they are should institutions which cater to adolescent minds
quintillian wondered be allowed to set the tone of the whole
civilized world that isis the very thing he decided which
brought about the dire intellectual decline of the times but
still it was precisely because the students were not given to any
serious thinking that even their wildest actions were looked
upon with indulgence the students of carthage st augustine
reports commit all kinds of outrages with perfect insolence
and immunity things punishable by law but permitted by

custom to the students
what kind of protest would one expect from such stu-

dents the idealism of youth had been harnessed and con
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tainedbained from the beginning in the high flown and altruistic
cliches of standardized speeches to be learned by heart ly-
sias s twenty fifth oration his very worst was the model
for the schools because of its stereotyped treatment of the
prescribed theme no man isis born an oligarch or a demon
crat the so called pagan martyrs of alexandria were a band
of professors who collided with a mad emperor on the subject
not of human rights but of professorial prerogative and so
lost their heads real idealism is hard to find there were
teachers with great hearts and great minds like dyscolusDyscolus
eratosthenes valerius cato and aetius but they all found the
doors of the schools closed against them only eratosthenes
held his own against the united malice of the faculty of alex-
andria

in egypt where priest led student factions had been rioting
for untold centuries the romans shrewdly put responsibility for
social order in the hands of the gymnasiarch the local school-
teacher who was made president of the town council andor
of the assembly of archonsarchois in the home capital where he lived
but the rioting went right on with the gymnasiarch usually
leading one of the factions there is the man who stirs up all
the trouble cried the jews of alexandria when the school-
teacher hierax entered the theater like the later fadlqadiqadl the
gymnasiarch was out to promote himself and sometimes rose to
giddy heights of power

but everybody was playing the same game As dio chry-
sostom told his students who hesitated to go the sophist path
do you think you are any wiser than croesus who was the

richest man in the world and took the advice of sophistsSophists
what s wrong with studying to get rich the great isocrates

would ask why else do we exerciseexercise piety justice and the other
virtues if not to promote ourselves if one is sincere he ex-
plains there is no moral default and any properly trained
rhetor knows how to make himself really sincere the student
Ccicerocero says quite frankly must refer everything to his own
ends and never cease asking quid mibmihi atiliusutilius what isis there
in it for me the program geared to 11 the naked self interest

which ruled in the rhetorical schools from isocrates on
wm schmid was all that any ambitious boy could ask for

they all took to it like ducks to water what song is sweeter
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asks cicero than that of the rhetorician what is fuller
more subtle intellectual admirable fulfilling satisfying

MANUS MANUM LAVAT

discipline was not severe because the student was in a
position to blackmail the teacher and they both knew it it was
common practice at rome according to augustine for students
to avoid paying a teacher when the fees were due by conspir-
ing together and all of a sudden removing to another teacher
in a body this would mean disaster to the professor whose
name fame and fortune naturally depended wholly on the
number of students he could attract so professors would pay
students to attend their lectures a sound investment since the
state paid them by the numbers and every teacher at a great
university had to have his chorus of supporters among the
students a devoted band who would recruit more students

often by force applaud their hero hysterically at the end of
every sentence heckle rival professors and fight rival choruses
in the streets and at the games and shows at first the choruses
were made up of students from a single country like the
syrians at athens who supported eunapiusfunapiusEunaFunapiusplus because he was a
syrian but membership soon became general as the gangs
would wait at the docks to carry off newly arrived students as
pledges the foxes or send their scouts out into the provin-
cial cities to pledge boys intending to come to athens to school

so from beginning to end the first principle of rhetoric
that size and number are everything dominated the schools
in return for their support the students were spared all dis-
ciplineci the most famous professor of them all libaniusbaniusLi has
told how his students would laugh talk yawn catch flies look
out of the window sleep draw pictures and do anything but
listen to his celebrated lectures and then leave the hall for the
games shows parties stews markets anything but study
why didndian t the most influential teacher of his day make an ef-
fort to check this sort of thing because the boast and glory of
his life was that he had more students than anybody else he
was enormously vain of his success as a teacher and well illus-
trates how the pact of mutual corruption kept things going in
return for his complete permissiveness he insisted on one thing

that nobody ever criticize him because of his enormous fol-
lowing his shallow letters 1600 of which survive carried great
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prestige and his name bore irresistible authority Libanius could
make or break any man s career and because of his great
influence and renown it was very much in the interest of any
student to say he had studied with libaniusbaniusLi so who held the
whip handle after all A multitude of students made a liban
ius an lamblichus or a stilpostillo at one time he had 30000
students great and the hordes had no choice but to follow
the great man whose name alone could give them prestige the
astounding thing is that none of the great professors ever pro-
duced anything of any value the game is the purest make
believe and yet it went on and on for centuries as the self
serving giants of education were able to keep up the appear-
ance of success by mutual praise and admiration raby it
was the education government complex that kept things going
the great professors were all related by birth or marriage to
each other and to the imperial family everybody knew every-
body else and the school remained as the sophistsSophists designed
it to be the door to top level positions in public life the stu-
dents knew what they were after and that only the school could
give it to them why should they ever rock the boat

the collapse of ancient civilization was marked by the rise
in the words of fr blass of despotism servilism and scholar-
ship note that scholarship does not go down with the ship it
torpedoes it years ago we wrote that the very thing that
stifled learning was pure oxygen to the schools namely that
preoccupation with ofofficeficegice work with classifying and compiling
and grading and processing became the whole concern of
scholarship in the dark ages of course there is plenty of
learned noise all the time the one thing that kept professors
going wrote epicharmusEpicharmus was their constitutional inability to

shut up whether they had anything to say or not indeed boe
thiusathius of tarsus became the richest man in the empire by guar-
anteeingan to teach anyone to speak on any subject for any length
of time but aside from that the well of scholarship could

never run dry as long as the art of literary criticism survived

professors took sides in critical debates which endured literally
for hundreds of years as a learned pretext for those wonderful
academic feuds which of course centered around personalities
spread throughout the entire world and gave to the careers of
the learned an appearance of real emotion and enthusiasm the
smaller the minds the greater the vigor and dedication they
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brought to the feuds the favorite issue for taking sides was
not homer or virgil but the new asian education versus
the old attic or classis education they were of equal age
and as alike as peas in a pod but they provided the unfailing
topic for discussion that kept generations of professors in con-
genial and remunerative employment the busywork of the
schools looked impressive from the outside but as clement of
alexandria noted there was really nothing to it babbling
away inin their own special jargon toiling their whole lifetime
about special definitions itching and scratching it
was all as easy as sneezing once one got the knack of it it was
their own lack of productivity which forced the professors
to address themselves ever and again to these same threadbare
issues wrote A norden

one theme above all provided the great professor with a
subject worthy of his pen namely the lives of the great pro-
fessorsfes sors beginning with his own favorinusfavoringsFavo rinus who knew fronto
and plutarch was a friend of the emperor hadrian and taught
at ephesus and rome where the fabulously rich herodasderodas atticus
attended his lectures achieved the pinnacle of fame by an ora-
tion on the subject of his own greatness and left as his life s

work a great chaotic opus in twenty four volumes about him-
self illustrious men travelled ceaselessly from library to library
gathering material on the lives of illustrious men who had
spent their lives travellingvellingtra from library to library gathering
materials etc etc when one entered the school one automati-
cally ceased to be one of the vulgar and that isis why the vul-
gar clamored in their thousands at the invitation of the emper-
or to get into the school and because the door was kept open
and the prize was never beyond the hope of even the stupidest
boy provided only he hadbad ambition the school maintained its
marvellousmarcellousmarvellous equilibrium and stability for centuries the ambit-
ious boys the kind who lead student riots were the least in-
clined of all to protest

the only real danger was serious thought this is well
illustrated in the career of apuleiusApuleius who was showered with
honors and had statues of himself erected in a hundred cities
in recognition of his rhetorical compositions in praise of smoke
of dust of sleep of indifference in short of nothing but had
to face mobs in the streets and prosecution in the courts when
it leaked out that he had private opinions of his own very de
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vout religious opinions to be sure but unconventional and
had been up to such sneaky nonconformist tricks as inventing
a tooth powder

whatever happens to the world seneca assures us the
school is bound to survive because there is nothing left to take
its place after 1 the natural law of decay has done its work
2 the growth of luxury softens and corrodes a civilization
and 3 the centralized government of the principate leaves no
issues for public debate the impression that the schools of
every age make on eduard meyer is one of perpetual decline
actually the ancient school did not decline for as dionysius
says it was already decadent in the time of alexander it was
born sick the trouble is according to dio chrysostom that
there is really nothing significant for young people to do there
isis no real demand for their services and so they all converge
on the university the one place where doing nothing is res-
pectablepectable he mentions the phenomenal growth of the big new
universities such as that of kelainaiKela inai where countless droves
of people flock together people interested inin all sorts of litiga-
tion and business deals rhetoricians political scientists pro-
moters flunkeysflunkeys pimps procurers teamsters muleteersmuleteers
hucksters harlots dealers and con men inin every line the new
super university had become all things to all men

DORMITE SECURE CIVESGIVESdives
in its victorious career the school overcame its two most

serious opponents with surprising efficiency and dispatch they
were the church and the barbarians christianity offered the
world the one good chance it ever had of breaking the vicious
cycle of corruption and fraud centering in the schools but the
schools had a monopoly on the things of this world as well
as the honors of men and the voices from another world that
might have brought men to their senses were soon silenced As
early as the second century in the approving words of dr R
milburn uplifted eyes turned back to earth to find their
assurance in hard facts st augustine s immortal de doctrinaldoctrinaDoc trina
cbristianachristiana is but a rhetorician s invitation to the church to at-
tain mental maturity by signing up permanently with the uni-
versityversity at the council of nicaeanicaean when the christian doctors
were displaying themselves as typical vain and wrangling pro-
fessorsfessors a poor layman one of the confessors arose in the
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audience and rebuked and abashed them which was it to be
the kingdom of heaven or the university when the church
went to school and became respectable and when a bishop had
to hold a university degree in rhetoric then the christian popu-
lace cheated of their promise of another and a better world
everywhere burst out in appalling demonstrations of helpless
rage the wild monks who attacked the university of alexan-
dria were acting like hysterical children but what course was
open to them against the entrenched power of the schools in
the end the police power of the state at the insistent demand
of the great orating bishops mowed the protestorsprotestersprotestors down in
hundreds of thousands they made a desert and they called it
a peace and so as raby puts it the old life of the schools
continued and men could think of nothing better to aim at than
what they had been doing unimaginatively for centuries

As the barbarians franks gothsgoehs visigoths vandals
saxons arabs and whatnotwhat not whatever else they may have
destroyed they were completely captivated by the schools their
kings and princes stunned with admiration of what they took
to be a flowering civilization diligently set themselves to com-
posing letters and verse in the learned tasteless and trivial
manner of the schools and went all out in large scale crash
programs of civilizing their followers through the offices of the
old established educational system the grammatical art is
not used by barbarous kings wrote the unbelievably insipid
secretary of the barbarian theodosius to his master who took
it all in it abides uniquely with legitimate sovereigns and
so the warlordswarlords of the steppes submitted to the authority of
the schoolmenschoolmanschoolmen as willingly as the christian doctors had

the school year at the university of athens was opened
with prayers offerings and a formal oration welcoming the
students to the sanctuary every school with its sacred groves
temple and library was in theory a shrine of the muses a
place of inspiration and retreat from the world not the least
important factor in maintaining the marvellousmarcellousmarvellous stability of the
institutions was the carefulcarefullyly culcuicultivatedtivated atmosphere the image
of deep and dedicated study the look of learning the aura
of sanctity which the sophistsSophists cast about themselves and their
schools with their robes their titles and their ceremonies was
the crowning touch of their art the ultimate answer to the
critics and the doubters however prone to riot in the streets
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and stews the shows baths and games the students of the
ancient university always seemed to behave themselves pretty
well on the campus the formula for preserving order emerges
with striking clarity from an ample mass of documents cover-
ing a long period of time whoever would avoid serious stu-
dent protest or dangerous demands has simply to follow the
rules of the sophist schools

1 free the student from the necessity of any prolonged
or strenuous mental effort

2 give him a reasonable assurance that the school is help-
ing him toward a career

53 confine moral discipline to the amenities paying special
attention to dress and grooming the student will have his own
sex life anyway

4 keep him busy with fun and games extracurricular
activity is the thing

5 allay any subconscious feelings of guilt due to idleness
and underachievementunderachievement by emphasis on the greatness of the
institution which should be frequently dramatized by assem-
blies and ceremonies an atmosphere of high purpose and exal-
ted dedication is the best insurance against moments of honest
misgiving

here then was the secret of order and stability in the
ancient schools



william faulkner

the substance
of faith

ELMO HOWELL

the young generation in the united states today the gen-
eration of the vietnam war must be unique in at least one way
it is the first to call into question its country s moral position
by rebelling in sizable numbers against its policy at home and
abroad but this defection is only a part of a general retrench-
ment from faith and commitment the magazines and moving
picture screens flash pictures of nudity they publicize the
breakthroughbreak through of victorian taboos in accounts of aberration
drugs promiscuity and violence they give ample coverage of
one of the major discoveries of the generation that god is after
all dead the whole country is in one way or another gathered
up in this melee of excitement in the breaking of old images
and even those who have been around long enough to be aware
of the fads of social change must yet recognize the altered pre-
mise on which young americans today are facing the future it
is our national conviction says john steinbeck that politics
is a dirty tricky and dishonest pursuit and that all politicians
are crooks 1 it was not always the case the nation was founded
by a tremendous act of faith in god in our leaders in the
rightness of our cause a faith which permeated every element
of american life in the eyes of the european the american s

faith became his earmark the source of his simplicity and
naivete and at times of his truculence but always of his strength

the fiction of william faulkner is one of the strongest affir-
mations of faith that american literature has produced ironi

dr howell professor of english at memphis state university has published
in american literature georgia review south atlantic quarterly midwest
quarterly and mark twain journal his area of specialization is southern
literature

john steinbeck america and americans new york 1966 p 5535
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cally the first decade of his writing beginning with the pub-
licationli of sartoris in 1929 which represents his finest achieve-
ment was condemned by many as it appeared for negation of
values and for an emphasis on the sordid and violent southern-
ers were offended by an unpleasant picture of their society

while beyond the south faulkner s introspection and brooding
concern over a small segment of life in north mississippi
seemed morbidly parochial he was in fact a mind turned in
on itself not just indifferent to the outside world but actually
afraid of it new york was a horror and california a siren s

land of men and women without age beautiful as gods and
goddesses and with the minds of infants 2 home was nowhere
but oxford mississippi where he could listen in atavic seclu-

sion to the sound of rain on the roof of his back porch the
broken roof of the south that was the image that stirred his

imagination during his great creative period from sartoris to

absalom absalom his protagonists are men who have been de-

feated who disintegrate in madness or despair caught as they

are between two worlds in the cultural backwash of southern
history where enough of the old lingers on to make them unfit
for the new if you could just ravel out into time says daddarldari
bundren in As I1 lay dying it would be nice if you could just
ravel out into time 133

FAULKNERS SENSE OF LIFE

but these protagonists these sick heroes as mr melvin

backman calls them 4 do not command interest for long faulk-
ner s robust sense of life drowns out their dying wail the south
of his youth crowds his canvas country and village black and

white and the red man too their houses food and clothing

their speech and singularities of manner and attitude the inter-
relation of class and caste all presented against the natural
world of bird and beast and flower and tree and in the context

of seasonal change by temper faulkner was buoyant and cheer-

ful and though grieved by the decay of the old order and the

decline of an ideal he was enough of a realist like old aunt
jenny dupre of the sartoris family to survive the heartbreak

collected stories of william faulkner new york 1950 p 721
william faulkner sound and the fury and As I1 lay dying new york

1946 p 492
melvin backman faulknersFaulkners sick heroes bayard sartoris and quentin

compson modern fiction studies II11 autumn 1956 ppap 9510895 108
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and to make the best of the world as he found it and so the
reality of his fiction is not in the nihilism of the central charac-
ters but in the teeming life of his country

faulkner s faith is not to be identified with the creed of any
particular church he is in fact severe on the religionists who
in his case are usually baptists the dominant group in his coun-
try but his complaint is against what he considers an obtrusive
interest in the name of religion in the other person s business
he belonged to no church himself in a sense perhaps he was
not even a christian and yet all of his work is suffused with
the virtues of humility and forbearance and the christian con-
cept that he who loses his life shall find it he has no gift for
the mystical and he is impatient with theology but he still re-
flects unconsciously perhaps the values of a christian culture
above all he is reverent one of the effects of reverence is
good manners the automatic courtesy as he called it in the
saying of thank you and sir and ma am which he
valued in southern life 5 unfortunately outside faulkner s

country this custom is sometimes looked upon as somehow
degrading in a society where all are supposed to be equal but
obeisance of servant to master of child to parent the young
to the old native to stranger is a grace of manner a social
modesty which finds ultimate expression in man s relation to
god

in his best work faulkner participates in a communal faith
of the southern people through absalom absalom at least
he seems to think of the south as having a destiny apart from
the rest of the country history reveals no sadder spectacle
perhaps than the death of a civilization and however the north
may have looked upon the south in 1860 it looked upon itself
as a separate nation with the despair of appomattox five years
later only confirming it in a hopeless defiance but defeat in
battle was not the end by slow attrition of morals and manners
the south was to be shorn of its distinguishing qualities and
remade in the national image this is the south of faulkner s
fiction just before the consummation of the final northern
victory when enough of the old remains to suggest perhaps
in grandiose terms what the past was like and what the future
might have been for every southern boy fourteen years old

faulkner at west point eds joseph L fant III111 and robert ashley new
york 1964 p 115
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not once but whenever he wants it there is the instant when its
still not yet two 0 clock on that july afternoon in 1863 its
all in the balance it hasnchasn t happened yet it hasnchasn t even begun
yet this time maybe this time with all this much to lose
and all this much to gain pennsylvania maryland the world
the golden dome of washington itself to crown with desperate
and unbelievable victory the desperate gamble 6

faulkner draws his generation of the south with two faces
despair and defiant hope miss jenny jenny sartoris dupre
is one of his best representatives from the aristocracy who even
in the twentieth century still approaches life with assurance
though invariably marked with the southern experience of fail-
ure though a commonplace of criticism that faulkner s fiction
reflects the grotesque end of a society founded on wrong prin-
ciples an aristocracy gone to seed in actuality the leaders
of jefferson three generations after the war with the important
exception of flem snopesknopes are drawn from the old families
where the blood still courses strong despain stevens ed-
monds priest mallison sartoris miss jenny the sister of old
colonel sartoris is one of faulkner s best portraits of old ladies
of whom he was particularly fond 1I think that as fine an in-
fluence as any young man can have is one reasonable old wo-
man to listen to an aunt or neighbor because they are much
more sensible than men they have to be they have held families
together and it s because of families that a race is continued 7

miss jenny presides over the household of her nephew and it
is primarily through her manipulations that young bayard the
sole survivor of the young generation of sartorisesSartorises is brought
to marry and perpetuate the name while all the time reviling
the impossible sartoris male her family pride is fierce A relict
of the old order simple unassuming but adamant she is the
last of the quality says the servant elnora quality is some-

thing the young people know nothing about because you born
too late to see any of it except her 8

miss jenny is not drawn in the romantic terms of most
heroines of old south fiction her speech is sometimes crude
and her grammar peculiar her english is authentic however

the use of substandard terms like ain t and it don t persists

william faulkner intruder in the dust new york 1948 ppap 194195194 195
faulkner at nagano ed robert A jelliffeejolliffeeJel liffee tokyo 1956 p 70
collected stories of lilliamwilliamIr faulkner p 732
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in informal southern speech today even among cultivated
people as it did among the english upper class well into the
nineteenth century unlike the lady of tradition she finds
amusement in her vacant hours not with a waverley romance
but a lurid memphis newspaper filled with arson and murder
and violent dissolution and adultery 9 she is very much at home
in her world though her roots are in the past elnora recalls her
coming to mississippi to join her brother john sartoris after her
husband had been killed bringing only some flower seed and a
wicker hamper of broken colored glass from a window in her
destroyed home in carolina

she got here at dusk dark on christmas day and old
marse john and the chillen and my mammy waiting on the
porch and her setting high headed in the wagon for old
marse john to lift her down they never even kissed then
out where folks could see them old marse john just said
well jenny and she just said well johnny and they

walked into the house where the commonalty couldncoulden t spy
on them then she begun to cry 10

miss jenny died when she was ninety sitting in her armchairarm chair
by an upstairs window her death brought on by a violation of
her standards by her niece in law narcissa who according to
elnora shouldnshouldna t have been a sartoris in the first place born
sartoris or born quality of any kind ain t is it s does 11

faulkner s world has been looked upon as one of decay and
degeneracy but the characters and incidents which represent a
defection from the old standards are after all exceptions rather
than the rule his country is made up largely of men and wo-
men whose lives are quietly molded by tradition and prejudice
a people still close to the earth a particular piece of the earth
which their ancestors fought to defend in an old war and where
the bones of their fathers lie buried in some obscure church-
yard bordered by fields of corn and cotton

in such a world the past is always present not only to
those who dream like miss jenny occasionally of faded glories
but to those to whom the past meant chattel slavery faulkner s

negroes are tied to the past not through battlefields and a lost
cause but through their intimate association with the white
people and their acceptance of a common destiny there are only

william faulkner saySarsartorisrorislorisrorls newnewyorkyork 1929 p 40
collected stories of william faulkner p 733
ibid p 732
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a few instances of the new negro in faulkner those who go
away and put on new clothes and new ways like caspeycalpey in
sartorisSarfom and usually theydonthey don t fare very well either at home
or abroad by an ironic twist the last surviving descendant in
the male line of old carothers mccaslin one of the pioneers of
yoknapatawpha county was the mulatto samuel worsham
beauchamp who broke the pattern with his hollywood attire
and expensive coiffure and an attitude towards society that
jefferson would not tolerate he was electrocuted in joliet
illinois for killing a policeman but even in death the long arm
of the past enfoldsunfolds him again when his old grandmother molmotmoi
lie worsham beauchamp goes to the district attorney in jef-
ferson and says 1 I don t know whar he is I1 just knows pharaoh
got him and you the law I1 wants to find my boy 12 gavin
stevens after a public subscription has the body returned and
with her white folks attending old mollie has the satisfaction
of a funeral procession and a proper burial

then with missinessidess worsham and the old negress in stevens
car with the driver he had hired and himself and the editor
in the editors they followed the hearse as it swung into the
long hill up from the station until it slowed into the
square crossing it circling the confederate monument and
the courthouse while the merchants and clerks and barbers
and professional men who had given stevens the dollars and
half dollars and quarters and the ones who had not watched
quietly from doors and upstairs windows swinging then into
the street which at the edge of town would become the
country road leading to the destination seventeen miles
away 13

one of faulkner s favorite characters was the negro dilsey
of sound and the fury who raises the children two generations
of them and holds the family together until her mistress caro-
line compson dies then she goes to live old and half blind
with her daughter frony in memphis frony moves to memphis
from st louislouls since her mother will not go farther away from
home dilsey suffers neglect and abuse even from those she
loves but she knows what she has to do and she does it dis
long time 0 jesus dis long time 14 she was drawn it has been
suggested after an old faulkner servant caroline barr who

williamWilliarn faulkner go down moses new york 1955 p 371

ibid p 382

the sound and the fury p 332
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died when she was a hundred years old with faulkner himself

speaking at her funeral in his own front parlor miss hest-
elle the old woman said to mrs faulkner a few days before
she died when them niggersbiggers lays me out I1 want you to make

me a fresh cap and apron to lay in and faulkner spoke his

piece hoping that when his turn came there would be some-

one in the world to owe him the sermon which all owed to her
who had been as he had been from infancy within the scope

and range of that fidelity and that devotion and that recti-

tude 15

the virtues of dilsey and faulkner s old nurse suggest his

approach to the creation of negro character this is not to say

that his negroes are not individuals as much as his white
people they are but characteristically they reflect the values

of the best of the white element who have formed their charac-
ter in a close association that goes far into the past the negro
says quentin compson is a sort of obverse reflection of the
white people he lives among 16 in this respect although they

have no conscious affection for the past they as much as the
whites keep it alive and help to perpetuate its values mark
twain reduces this penchant of the southerner s to absurdity in

the story of the old negro mammy in louisiana who followed

her white people in judging everything in the present by the
happier days before the war when she heard a northern vis-

itor admiring the southern scene and above all the beautiful
southern moon she sighed and said ah bless yo heart honey

you ought to seen dat moon bafobefo de wawibawlwawlwaw17 faulkner is very

serious in his attitude towards the past not in any romantic

notion about vanished glory but in the code that informed its

moral life honor pride honesty loyalty though the modern

world threatens these values and that is the source of the ten-

sion in all of his fiction they still survive surprisingly strong in

the group consciousness of his people black as well as white

in addition to the planter class and the negroes there are

the poor white people who have always made up the bulk of
the population in the old days this element slaveless for the
most part lived in the upcountry on small farms where they

william faulkner essays speeches and public letters ed james B meri-
wether new york 1965 ppap 424342 43

the sound and the fury p 105
mark twain life on the mississippi new york 1904 p 338 chap-

ter XLV
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pieced out a bare subsistence in the frontier fashion in faulk-
ner s time and especially since world war 11II they have moved
in increasing numbers to the cities leaving their farms to return
to the wilderness but taking along with them at least for the
present the values of their rural background the new urban
south is still the bible belt memphis tennessee the metrop-
olis of the faulkner country and one of the most progressive
cities of the south still boasts more churches than service
stations

the yeoman farmers of the old south had little cause to
cast their lot with the planter aristocracy and it was a matter of
consternation to northern observers that they did however
much they may have been exploited by their leaders as outsiders
suggested when the first guns sounded they sprang to arms in
complete unison with their captains composing as W J cash
points out an extraordinary and positive unity of passion and
purpose 18 they shared the planters racial pride and just as
important his sense of independence and personal dignity how-
ever ragged and small his domain the little man stood on it
with the same fierce attachment as the planter on his baronial
acres and the thing that sent him swinging up the slope at
gettysburg says cash on that celebrated gallant afternoon
was nothing more or less than his conviction the conviction
of every farmer among what was essentially only a band of
farmers that nothing living could cross him and get away with
it 19 in a rude and wild society says sir walter scott whose
scotland is in so many ways parallel with the american south
there is a more intimate mingling of people of all conditions

the high and the low are more interested in each other s wel-
fare the feeling of kindred and relationship are more widely
extended and in a word the bonds of patriotic affection
have more influence on men s feelings and actions 20

with some exceptions these poor white people do not figure
prominently in faulkner s fiction but their presence is felt in
the background quiet unhurried solid and enduring the
tulis bundrensbundrentBun drens armstidsaristidsArmstids mccallumsmccollumsMcCallums gowriesglowriesGow ries workittsWorkitts
pruitts quickskuicks varnersbarnersVarners ingrumsingrumeIngrums fraserserasersFrasers the past is not so

W J cash the mind of the south new york 1941 p 66
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vivid to them as to their social betters and consequently their
nerves are less fraught for their main concern today as in the
past is getting a living out of the earth however in their own
way they also participate in the south s history after the civil
war anse mccallum who had gone to virginia to do his
fighting because his ma was a carter walked back home to
mississippi built a log house and raised a family of six sons
four of whom he named for confederate heroes in world war
I1 his youngest son buddy refused to wear a medal of honor
awarded him because it was a yankee charm 21 and during
the new deal years the mccallumsmccollumsMcCallums refused to allow govern-
ment agents on their land to determine their cotton acreage or
to distribute subsidies give that to them that want to take it
we can make out 22

SOUTHERN individuality RESPECTED

even the lawless gowriesglowries of beat four command faulkner s

respect because of an individuality which he considers the
southerner s peculiar heritage 1 I admire strong character
says miss jenny even if it is bad 23 they are the leaders of
a bad element who almost lynch an innocent negro but their
lawlessness appears ultimately no worse than a foray of minor
scots highlandersHigh landers a parallel that faulkner suggests who are
committed to their own way of doing things and willing to

fight the intruder to the death it is altogether characteristic of
faulkner that the head of the gowrie clan as well as one of his
sons is named for general nathan bedford forrest in to-
morrow he tells the story of stonewall jackson fentry a
little worn out hill man whose principal quality is the ability

to endure there is nothing in his present but hard work and

deprivation but his name associates him with a broader exper-
ience and gives his life a dignity that it would not otherwise

have he names his son jackson and longstreet fentry be-

cause pa fit under both of them 24 like conrad s simple

heroes lord jim and captain macwhirrmacwhirtMacWhirr for example faulk-
ner s little people hangbang on to what has been passed down to

21 sartoris p 320
22 collected stories of william faulkner p 57

sartoris p 202
william faulkner knights gambit new york 1949 p 95
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them impervious to ideas with complete assurance in the des-
tiny of their race and nation

the essential vitality of the yoknapatawpha fiction is in this
underpinning of simple faith like the negress nancy in re-
quiem for a nun whose philosophy is summed up in her oft
repeated statement 1 I believes his characters accept rather
than question and dispute they do not appreciate or understand
the cynic s quip they will have nothing to do with that new chic
idea born of a sterile weakness that cannot face up to unplea-
santnesssantness anywhere that our country s wars should be called
into question since morally we may be on the wrong side young
pete grier of frenchman s bend volunteered after pearl harbor
not because of intellectual conviction he was barely literate
but because the honor of his country had been challenged 1 I
jest ain t going to put up with no folks treating the unity
states that way 25

in faulkner s world the continuity of the generations is un-
broken nothing is ever forgotten nothing is ever lost it s

too valuable says the grandfather of young lucius priest who
wants to be punished for disobedience so that he can forget it 26

the past lives on to inform the present can any literature asks
sean ofaolainOFaolain be in health and vigor without some form of
faithfalihfaith2727 faulkner s art communicates a sense of faith and con-
fidence nurtured through generations in one particular place
and quite inseparable from it it takes into account all elements
of experience individual as well as social the errors the pain
and ridicule as well as the triumphs and builds its house on
that foundation the faith of his people still burns strong be-
cause it has been tested and not found wanting and because
they refuse to forget

collected storiesstones of william faulkner p 83
william16williarn faulkner the leiversreivers new york 1962 p 302
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mormon bibliography
1968

CHAD j FLAKE

the 1968 mormon bibliography is expanded from the
pattern used in previous issues of brigham young university
studies it consists of selected items from the 1968 mormon
americana volume 9 and in addition includes periodical
articles from the brigham young university studies dialogue
A journal of mormon thought the improvement era and
utah historical quarterly it is hoped that the inclusion of
these articles will be advantageous to the reader

the most important subject of the year 1968 was the find-
ing of the joseph smith egyptian papyri the church should be
congratulated on making these materials immediately available
to the scholar and both brigham young university studies and
dialogue should be commended for their presentation of the
papyri and the new problems that they introduce in the histori-
ography of the pearl of great price although the subject has
by no means been exhausted a great deal of useful information
has already been brought to light in addition one must not
forget that even if nothing scholastically had been gained by the
discovery of the papyri the church has gained an important
group of historical artifacts one of the fragments for instance
is in the same frame it was hanging in in the smith home and
all the fragments are still on the same backing on which they
were originally mounted in either kirtland or independence

announcement has been made of a new mormon magazine
called mormon history this periodical is projected to include
theses and reprints of out of print books As of this date noth-
ing has been published by the group but it is to be hoped that
they will be able to accomplish their objective

professor flake is a special collections librarian at brigham young uni-
versityversity
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historical
alexander thomas G and james B allea eds the mormonscormons inin the mountain

west a selected bibliography arizona and the west IX winter 1967
365384365 384

anderson allenalienailen gary A historical survey of the full time institutes of religion
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 192619661926 1966 ann arbor
michigan university microfilms 1968

phdph D dissertation brigham young university
anderson richard L reuben miller recorder of oliver cowdery s reaffirm

ationsactions brigham young university studies VIII spring 1968 277293277 293
arrington leonard J charles mackay and his true and impartial history

of the mormonscormonsMormons utah historical quarterly XXXVI winter 1968
244024 40

the intellectual tradition of mormon utah salt lake city utah
academy of sciences arts and letters 1968

the search for truth and meaning inin mormon history dialogue
A journal of mormon thought III111ili summer 1968 566656 66

athay R grant worlds without number the astronomy of enoch
abraham and moses brigham young university studies VIII spring
1968 255269255 269

athearn robert G opening the gates of zion utah and the coming of the
union pacific railroad utah historical quarterly XXXVI fall 1968
291314291 314

baer klaus A translation of the apparent source of the book of abraham
dialogue A journal of mormon thought 111IIIililii autumn 1968 109134109 134

bailey paul the armies of god garden cityoty new york doubleday &
company 1968

billington ray allenalienailen the origins of harvard s mormon collection arizona
and the west X autumn 1968 109134109 134

britsch ralph lanierlamer earlier latter dalday saint missions to south and east asia
ann arbor michigan university microfilms 1968

phdph D dissertation claremont graduate school and university center
buchanan frederick S scots among the mormonscormonsMormons utah historical quarterly

XXXVI fall 1968 328352328 352
buck fraser and george thompson treasure mountain home A centennial

history of park city utah salt lake city deseret book company 1968
campbell eugene E authority conflicts inin the mormon battalion brigham

young university studies VIII winter 1968 127142127 142
cannon mark W and graham dodd mormon immigrants dregs or doers

the improvement era LXXI march 1968 4134 13
the church and collective bargaining inin american society dialogue A

journal of mormon thought III111ili summer 1968 106132106 132
roundtable discussion by garth L mangum vernon H jensen H
george frederickson alden J stevens richard B wirthlinWirth lm and
bruce D merrill

clarkdarkoark james R joseph smith and the lebolo egyptian papyri brigham young
university studies VIII winter 1968 195203195 203

cooley everett L clarion utah jewish colony inin zion utah historical
quarterly XXXVI fall 1968 113131113 131

cracroft richard H liverpoolllerLierpoolpooi 1856 nathaniel hawthorne meets orson
pratt brigham young university studies VIII spring 1968 270272270 272

cumming john the mormon era inin detroit dehortdetroit historical society
bulletin XXIV march 1968 4

daiesdaviesdalesnaviesnavles J kenneth the accommodation of mormonism and politico economic
reality dialogue A journaljouinal of mormon thought 111IIIlillii spring 1968
425442 54

day robert B they made mormon history salt lake city desert book
company 1968

dunn richard J dickens and the mormonscormons banghambnghambrigham young university
studies VIII spring 1968 325334325 334
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godfrey kenneth W the road to carthage led west brigham young
university studies VIII winter 1968 204215204 215

hafner arabell lee 100 years on the muddy Springspringvillespnngvilleville utah art city
publishing company 1967

hansen K J joseph smith and the political kingdom of god american
wesrwestoestwl est V september 1968 204420 44

jennings warren A the army of israel marches into missouri missouri
historical review LXII winter 1968 107

the joseph smith egyptian papyri translations and interpretations dialogue
A journal of mormon thought 111IIIili summer 1968 6710567 105

articles by john A wilson richard A parker richard P howard
grant S heward jerald tanner and hugh nibley

joseph smith s presidential platform dialogue A journal of mormon
thought 111IIIill autumn 1968 1738 articles by richard D poll and
martin B hickman

larson gustive 0 new england leadership inin the rise and progress of the
church the improvement era LXXI august 1968 818481 84

lee lawrence B the mormonscormons come to canada 188719021887 1902 pacific north
west quarterly LIX january 1968 112211 22

mormonscormons inin the secular city dialogue A journal of mormon thought III111ili
autumn 1968 3910839 los108ios

articles by mary L bradford garth L mangum william H
robinson belle cluff daniel H gagon renee P carlson vivian H
olsen james L clayton charles L sellers mary allenalienailen maida rust
withers and mark W cannon

the nature of man dialogue A journal of mormon thought 111IIIililii autumn
1968 559755 97

roundtable discussion by george T boyd rodney turner and kent E
robson

nibley hugh getting ready to begin an editorial brighamBrig jam young
university studies VIII spring 1968 245254245 254

A new look at the pearl of great price the improvement era
LXXI january december 1968

prolegomena to any study to the book of abraham brigham young
university studies VIII winter 1968 171178171 178

partridge mark N with book and plow history of a mormon settlement
lovell wyoming mountain states printing company 1967

paul rodman W the mormonscormons as a theme inin western historical writing
the journal of american history LIV december 1967 511523511 525523

ridgeway william R 5 mormon settlements in graham county arizona
highways XL september 1968 3889

roberts brigham henry B H roberts defense before congress dugway
utah ogden kraut 1968
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an oil painting
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J alden wier



A NOTE ON IN THE SUN

DALE T FLETCHER

there isis a pearliness a pale irridescenceirndescenceiridescence with shell pink
accents at the vines and clover lips and hands in the sun inm
white against a white stone she seems about to dissolve inin
light she looks down at the white blossom and we look down
at her as does the sun she seems absorbed inin the flower she
isis a flower inin which the artist isis likewise absorbed a flower
of infinite value

the light comes down from the sky you can see it for
yourself a daily miracle it isis god s revelation to you today
if you can receive it he that hath eyes let him see it was this

mystery of it all that J alden weir was after her dress
white to honor chastity ample for modesty a ribbon and a

ring ruffles around the shoulders large soft ringlets for
femininity are some of the lovely characteristics that tell of
his respect for this girl for what she isis these feelings are
genuine inin weir though for us today they may be harder to
appreciate Is she for realreap we ask in both his life and his
art weir stood for quiet confidence inin the world s fundamental
orderliness the value of work respect for the great art of the
past americanism womanhood the family friendship and
especially the inspiration of nature

art s mainstream sincesince weir has been dramatic emphatic
expressive creative liberating and revealing but has largely
treated with disdain the ideals just listed for weir we hear a

contemporary voice how can any sensitive artist feel at ease

inin a society which has at its base neither theology nor crafts-
manship nor social ownership or the larger society apart
how can anyone s ego develop without building up reservoirsreservoirs of
aggression and a basic hostility to authorities and traditions of
all sorts 1 alienation is the conclusion based on apostate con-
ditionsditions that christianity isis a fraud only through the restora-
tion of the gospel shall a reconciliation of the arts to christian-
ity be truly justified

mr fletcher isis instructor inin art at brigham young Unveruniversitysity
lawrence W chisholm the life and letters of 1J alden weirwenvenwelfveir new

haven conn yale university press 1960 introduction







human sacrifice

and the book of abraham

WILLIAM JAMES ADAMS JR

some time ago the author had occasion to show facsimile 1

from the book of abraham to some of his fellow students in
assyriology when these students learned that it pictured abra-
ham about to be offered as a human sacrifice in babylon they
immediately responded by claiming that there was no evidence
that the babylonians ever practiced human sacrifice with their
negative response and the renewed interest aroused by the re-
cent recovery of the papyrus from which joseph smith took
facsimile 1 the author felt constrained to dig into the matter
the following is the result of his probings

did the ancient babylonian s practice human sacrifice the
world of scholarship is confused on the issue such scholars as
blome 1 ward 2 and de vaus3vauss flatly deny that human sacrifice
was practiced inin the babylon of abraham s time though de
vaux concedes that the practice came into use in the seventh
century bc under the influence of the worship of molechbolech in
canaan other scholars jastrow 4 jeremias 51 meissner 6 look at
the evidence but remain uncommitted on the other hand it is

quite uncertain whether human sacrifice was known in meso-

potamia
11 are the words of meissner and reflect the atti-

tude of the other uncommitted scholars

mr adams isis a graduate student inin akkadian UgaruganticugariticUganticitic and old testa-
ment languages at hebrew union college

friedrich blome die Opferopfermaterieopfermateiiematerie inin babylonianbabylonienBaby lonien und israel rome
1934 p 369

william H ward seal cylinders of western asia washington DC
1910iglo1910ppappp 58 309 367

rolandpolandmoland de vaux studies inin old testament sacrifice cardiff 1964 ppap
556055 60

morrismorns jastrow jr civilization of Babybablonialoniaionia and assyria philadelphia
1915 ppap 358 359

alfred jeremias das ahealtedite testament in bechtelechte des alrenalienallenairen orients leipzig
1916 p 399

bruno Melsmeismeissnersner babylonianbabylomenbabylonienBaby lonienlomen and Assyassyrianassynenassyrientienrien heidelberg 1925 11II 84
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at this point it seems appropriate to define the term hu-
man sacrifice we will consider an act as a human sacrifice

if 1 a person is killed either on an altar or in a temple or

other holy place and 2 the killing is being done by a priest
priestess or god both of these conditions should prevail

with this definition of human sacrifice in mind let us now
look at the evidence the evidence concerning the practice of
human sacrifice among the semites of babyloniababeloniaBabylonia comes from
four sources 1 1 the circumstantial evidence from archaeo-

logical digs 2 comments in ancient written texts 3 hu-
man sacrifice as pictured on cylinder seals and 4 the be-

havior of other semitic peoples regarding the practice of human
sacrifice

to date only one archaeological dig has produced any

circumstantial evidence excavation at the anu adad temple
inm assur recovered a stele which describes the activities of
V

samsisamssaisi i adad IV 823811823 811 BC the excavator notes it is

remarkable that a human skull was found under the stele

from the stele s inscription it is unthinkable that this is a grave
with a tombstone 7 if not a tombstone then what meissner
suggests that the skull originated perhaps from a human sac-

rifice p 84
all of this is of course very conjectural but it does leave

one wondering what a human skull is doing under a historical
stele in a temple

several assyrian legal documents contain penalty formulas
which demand that the person who breaks the contract can
redeem himself only by burning his eldest child on the altar
of a temple below are the texts and their translations

text K 439 dated to sulmusalmu sarri 698 BC 8 reverse lines
5 and 6 read 1i sakraparrap maras su labirablrabilabr tu attlittiittl BAN MINNUERINbanminnuerin
anaa na be lit srisen isii slarv

arartaprap which being translated reads he will

burn his oldest daughter with a quantity of ritual cider to

bebelitbefitlit seriserl he will burn v

text K 1492 dated to samas kaskasidv
id abiabl 669 BC 9 reverse

lines 7107 10 read luulu u apaiapalsapalsvU tallirabid luulu u marasmafasrasrassusu ittiatti 10 imer

rirl qi e tatadtabfadb te anaa na be la tu seeriseense e rin ii
V
sarrapsanapharrap which is translated

walterfalterwatter andrae der anu adad tempel inin assur leipzig 1909 p 78

C H W johns assyrian deeds and documents cambridge 1898
1I 389 390

ibid ppap 227 228
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as either his oldest son or his oldest daughter with ten imer
of good spices he will burn to bebelatlat seriserl

text K 1488 with no date givengiven1010 reverse lines 797 9 read
apaiapal su

V

u anaa nadazdszsiusinn ii s
v
arrapsarrapakrap mamarasrasfasrassusu fabirablrabitaki te attlittiittl BANMINNU

ERINERJNbrin anaa na belbeibe litlit srisen isii sfarlararapar ap which reads in translation as he
will burn his oldest son to sin with a quantity of ritual cider
he will burn his oldest daughter to belitb&iitbefit seriserl

v
text AO 2221 dated to sa nabu su ca 656 BCbc11 re-

verse line 3 reads apalapalsaraisatals
v
suil rabairadu inainalnaind dhaejaojaha am ri Y

v
a adad i sarrapsarrapakrap

v

and is translated as his oldest son he will burn in the sanctuary
of the god adad

in an old babylonian text bu 8851288 5 12 51 a man is men-
tioned in a list of offerings as a confirmation oath lines 33
and 34 read awiliailriiaia alap ia immerimmer iaia luulu u a wi lu tum luulu u al pu
luulu u im me ru which translates as my man my ox my sheep
either a man or an ox or a sheep 12

these texts have been interpreted in four ways 1 johns
suggested that the verb aniaui

v
anipuarapu to burn had lost its force

and referred only to a ritual 13 2 furlani argued that since
the penalty was so severe the contracts were never broken 14

3 jastrow was not sure whether these phrases should be ac-
cepted literally or as mere threats he did feel that they sug-
gested that at one time children were offered as sacrifices in
the way indicated 135 4 de vaux finds the argument of
koehler and ungnad most convincing de vaux p 59 these
two scholars noted that the texts quoted above except bu 88588 5

12 51 come from the seventh century bc it was at this time
that the worship of molechbolech with its burning of children was
introduced to the hebrews by the phoeniciansPhoenicians they then spec-
ulate that the practice of burning children to a god was passed
on from the west semites to the assyrianssyriansAs of the seventh
century 16

ibid ppap 351 352
teatestextes Cuneiformcuneiformeses vol IX Concontrolstrats et letters edited by G contenauContenau

parispans 1926 plate XXV
12 cuneiform texts edited by E A walliswalks budge london 1898 vol 4

plate 8
johns assyrian deeds and documents III111 345 346
giuseppo furlani il sacrificiosacnfiao nella religionerreligioneReli gione deidelfelfetseisel semisisemiti di babiloniabakBabiloma e

assimaassiuaassiria rome 1933 ppap 273 274
1 jastrow civilization of BabybabeloniabablomababyloniablomaBa loniaionia and assyria ppap 385 359
josef koehler and arthur ungnad Assyastyassyricheassyncheriche rechtsurkunden leipzig

1913 p 456
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the pictured evidence comes from cylinder seals below are
the pictures concerning human sacrifice

this first seal was cataloguedcataloguercatalogued by ward 138c p 53
jeremias 171 p 399 and boehmer 482 and p 82 17

ward suggests that this seal represents two distinct scenes on
the left half two gods are talking the other scene shows a god
drawn twice for symmetry ready to kill a foe on the other
hand jeremias suggests that this may be a victim being
dragged to the sacrificial altar at the left

in lieu of our definition of sacrifice it is appropriate at
this point to define an altar from the seals studied by ward
the following types of altars have been noted appp 360367360 367

stepped altar

hourglass altar

table altar

rainer michael boehmer untersuchungen zur assyriologueassyriologie und vorder
asiaasiataslaasisasialischenasiatischenlischenischen archaeologicarchaeologieArchae ologie band IV die Entwickentwscklungentwicklunglung der glyptic baehrendwaebrendwaehrendwae brend der
akkad zeit berlin 1965
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thus in our first seal we find both the stepped and hour-
glass altars present along with a god holding a knife of some
sort note also the presence of a bird which is very similar to
the bird in facsimile 1 of the book of abraham

this second seal was cataloguedcataloguercatalogued by jeremias 170 p
399 jeremias interpreted this seal as a human sacrifice in-
deed we have a man about to be slain by a god or a priest
in the presence of god

v

the third seal of interest to us was cataloguedcataloguercatalo gued by osten 18

we have here our best pictured evidence which shows a man
about to be sacrificed on a table altar concerning this seal

osten says sumerocumero akkadian seal no 153 however shows a
god being killed or sacrificed on an altar this scene has a
mythological meaning but we may consider it as evidence that
in earlier times in the near east human beings were sacrificed

p 155

we will now look at the practice of human sacrifice
among other semitic and neighboring peoples

gurney translates a hittite text as follows if the troops
have been beaten by the enemy they perform a ritual behind
the river as follows they cut through a man a goat a

hans henning von der osten university of chicago oriental institute
publications vol XXII ancient oriental seals in the collection of mr edward
T newell chicago 19341954 115311554153153 p 113
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puppy and a little pig they place half on this side and half
on that side and in front they make a gate of wood and
stretch a over it and in front of the gate they light fires
on this side and that and the troop walk right through and
when they come to the river they sprinkle water over them 19

he further notes that in a broken passage a prisoner of war
is on a list of items for sacrifice

among current day arabs human sacrifice is forbidden and
unpracticed but we find hints that it was practiced in pre
islamic times an early christian story tells of the son of st
nilus who is saved from being sacrificed to venice the
morning star because the arabs oversleptoverslept 20 A story from the
third century ad says that the arabs of duma sacrificed a
child every year and buried it under an altar 21 isaac of anti-
och fifth century said that when the arabs of the syrian
desert took beth hur inin mesopotamia they sacrificed many
children to the goddess al cuzza A century later an arab
leader mundhirmundher III111liilil sacrificed four hundred nuns to the same
goddess near kufa are two stelae called the two stones
rubbed with blood these are supposed to have been set up
by mundhirmundher who rubbed them each year with the blood of
human sacrifices 22 during the early days of islam a story was
told of muhammad s grandfather the grandfather had vowed
to sacrifice one of his sons if he were to have ten sons at the
birth of his tenth son he was advised to offer a hundred
camels instead 23

the old testament makes frequent mention of the practice
of human sacrifice among the hebrews micah 61861 8 includes
human sacrifice in a list of offerings which are secondary to
justice love and humility isaiah 665663665663 gives several parallel
lines the first half of each line gives the acceptable practice
and the second half of each line gives the pagan practice

slay the ram smite a man
sacrifice the lamb ofofferfer up a dog

in leviticus 1921 and 2025202 5 the sacrificing of a son to

0 R gurney the Hithitcheshittheshittilestiles baltimore 1962 p 151
photius patrologicpatrologiaPatr ologia graeca p ixxix1xxix cols 585694583694583585 694
prophyryProphyry de abstinentlyabstinentlaAbstinentabstainabstin endzaentzala 11II 56
julius wellhausen reste afafarahdraaraafaischenbischen heidentumsHeiden tums berlin 1897 ppap

4043404540 4543
21mM gaudefrey demombynes mahomet paris 1957 p 57
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molechbolech is forbidden mention is made of passing children
through the fire of molechbolech in II11 kings 327 163 1717 and

2310
human sacrifice in north africa is discussed by de vaux

appp 758475 84 the bones in the sacrificial pits of the carthage
temple were studied by a medical student and revealed the
following

eighth and seventh centuries
human bones alone 5555555555.557c
animal bones alone 1117011.170iiilii11111.1111
mixed 333333.35355553.3333555

sixth and fifth centuries
human bones alone 48.0480480

animal bones alone 23.0230230250

mixed 2907029.07029029.0290

fourth through second centuries
human bones alone 21716217762121721.7716776
animal bones alone 26.0260260

mixed 5227052.27052252.2522

now that we have looked at the evidence from archeologyarchaeologyarcheology
texts pictures and neighbors what does it all add up to

when we remember that the arabs of duma sacrificed a
child each year and put the body under the altar it is not so
surprising to find a skull buried under a stele in the anu adad
temple

also de vaux declared that human sacrifice came with the
phoeniciansPhoenicians in the eighth and seventh centuries and that the
new mode of worship was reflected in the penalty formulas of
seventh century assyrian contracts but the human sacrifices of
the phoeniciansPhoenicians and canaanitescanaanitessCanaan ites were to molechbolech whereas the
human sacrifice in the contracts were to well established
deities sin and belitbefit serlseri who had well established rituals
why should they adopt a new ritual it would seem
easier to introduce a whole new religion such as the wor-
ship of molechbolech than to change an old ritual also de vaux
fails to take into account the old babylonian confirmation oath
which lists a man among items to be sacrificed in this regard
it should be noted that abraham s home ur of the chaldeesChal dees
was one of the great centers for worship of the moon god sin
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neither can the pictures be brushed aside as weak hints
with the cylinder seal published by osten see above we no

longer have weak hints but a strong one
further as we consider how many semitic and neighboring

cultures practiced human sacrifice it becomes most plausible
to think that the ancient semites of mesopotamia also practiced
it and it also becomes most plausible to think that an attempt
was made to sacrifice abraham as joseph smith declared it was



poemspoemsbyby mary L bradford

regretfully REQUEST

please send back my children
I1 gave them away before I1 realizecrealizedrea lizec
they were not myself
or any part of myself

excuse me for thinking
if I1 sent them out on their own
I1 would rid myself
of certain of my soul s sores

forgive me for asking
them to take the bitter root
of their parent seed
and sprinkle it over the land

they were not mine
they never were
they came like exploded gems
new ore rocks from caves

mrs bradford formerly an instructor of english at brigham young uni-
versityversity now lives in arlington virginia she has published in western hu-
manitiesmani ties review and dialogue A journal of mormon thought of which she
is a member of the board of editors
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LETTING GO

I1 have learned the ways of ashes
since you left
the sudden spitting shower
echoing through the rooms
As the stubborn log
finally surrenders

BUFFERS

books and pictures
are my stay
against the day

it dawns
I1 am folded back
against the sheets

my covers closed
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HERITAGE

we are fraught with lives ammon in his flocks
nephi at laban s edge and alma s sons
lehi spins the liahona and history talks
the finger sparks as jared s brother runs
into the light to king noahsmoahs everywhere
through all the abinadisAbinadis of the world
it bids us shake the scales until there
can be in silence no more records curled
where none may see the talismanic names
the old and honored builders of the arks
those covenant laden ships whose rigid frames

trembled at the mightly cries of patriarchs
bid us hone our rusted tools and speak
to other histories and to men who seek



mormon
political involvement
in ohio

MAX H PARKIN

the mormonscormons in kirtland ohio like the saints in other
mormon centers during the formative years were involved in
politics the latter day saints in ohio were neither recluses
waiting for the millennium nor passivists ignoring political and
social problems active mormon political participation com-
menced in kirtland geaugageaugh county ohio as early as 1834

there the saints who had strong political beliefs enthusiastical-
ly expressed their views to the public and actively supported
candidates of their choice some of these activities added to
their trouble

in fact wherever the mormonscormons settled as a group their
political strength became a factor a secondary if not a pri-
mary factor in anti mormonism for instance in jackson
county missouri the mob objected to the probability of the
mormonscormons gaining political power it requires no gift of
prophecy wrote a member of the mob committee in 1833183518531855

to tell that the day is not far distant when the civil govern-
ment of the county will be in their hands when the sheriff
the justices and the county judges will be mormon 1 after
they were exiled from jackson county the mormonscormons gained
political ascendency over all the county offices in caldwell
county following its establishment by the missouri legislature
in 1836 2 later in illinois the church s interests fostered joseph

mr parkin teaches at the salt lake institute of religion near the university
of utah his special interest and research have been in mormon history in
ohio

fromrom a statement by robert johnson chairman of the mob committee
history of the church vol 1I p 597397

2lelandglelandeland H gentry A history of the latter day saints in northern mis-
souri from 1836 to 1839 provo utah LDS church schools 1965 ppap 85
86
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smith s candidacy for the national presidency only to have him
die in 1844 prior to the election nevertheless before the
prophet s death he laid the ground work for the political king-
dom of god on earth the council of fifty the kingdom s

governing body reportedly supervised the mormon migration
west to the great basin where brigham young directed the
political affairs of the saints as the territorial governor from
1850 to 1858 after that mormon political involvement con-
tinued when the council of fifty separate from the utah terr-
itorialritorial government continued as a phantom governmental
body waiting for the day as governor young reminded its
members in 1863 when that body of men would give laws to
the nations of the earth 3 moreover mormon interest in politi-
cal issues has continued more or less down to our day

ANDREW JACKSON AND MORMON POLITICAL VIEW

the mormonscormons in ohio first showed interest in national
politics when the democratic president andrew jackson whom
they supported was forced to act on two vital issues of his ad-
ministration those of nullification and the bank of the united
states in 1832 a year and one half after joseph smith and the
new york mormonscormons had arrived in kirtland president jack-
son faced the problem of nullification which had been fester-
ing since his election in 1828 congress passed a protective
tariff which proved detrimental to cotton growing states in the
south the south carolina legislature which took the lead in
resisting the effects of the tariff on november 24 1832 de-
clared that the federal tariff was invalid within its sovereign
boundaries after february 1 1833 the act of this legislature
if honored would have given the states power to nullify federal
laws to which they would not ascribe and thereby threaten the
union of the states moreover south carolina threatened in-
stant secession if the national government attempted to block-
ade charleston harbor or to use force to collect the tax presi-
dent jackson an avid states righter but one who opposed dis-
union warned south carolina against nullification and seces-
sion A high duty obliges me solemnly to announce that you
cannot secede he wrote disunion by armed force is treason
are you really ready to incur its guilt questioned the presi

journal history of the church january 19 1863
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dent 4 notwithstanding this sobering appeal south carolina
refused to pay the federal tariff so the president ordered fort
sumter and fort moultrie reinforced and revenue cutters dis-
patched to collect the duties if the federal custom officials were
resisted

south carolina s threatened secession had relevance in mor-
mon escatologyeschatologyescatology when it prompted a classical latter day
prophecy ostensibly the first reference joseph smith made to
a national political issue while the country was under the
strain of the nullification problem the prophet joseph smith
received the following revelation on christmas day 1832

verily thus saith the lord concerning the wars that will
shortly come to pass beginning at the rebellion of south
carolina which will eventually terminate in the death and
misery of many souls

and the time will come that war will be poured out
upon all nations beginning at this place

for behold the southern states shall be divided against
the northern states 5

the following month with the problem still unsettled a
church editor W W phelps reported that the dissolution of
south carolina from the union along with manifestations of
other plagues and disasters was evidence that the end was
near 6 in time congress graduated reduction of the tariff
schedules placated south carolina and she did not secede but
twelve years later the prophet added a reinforcement to his
prophecy of 1832 when he wrote

I1 prophesy in the name of the lord god that the com-
mencementmencement of the difficulties which will cause much blood-
shed previous to the coming of the son of man will be in
south carolina

it may probably arise through the slave question this
a voice declared to me while I1 was praying earnestly on the
subject december 25 1832 7 italics added

besides nullification president jackson in his campaign of
1832 repudiated the bank of the united states the second

andrew jackson cited in glydon G van deusen the jacksonian era
new york harper and brothers 1959 ppap 74 75

doctrine and covenants 8713871 3 for further consideration of joseph
smith s reaction to the threatened secession and the revelation he received on
the impending war see history of the church vol I1 ppap 301 302

the evening and morning star 1I no 8 january 1833 p 62
doctrine and covenants 13012 13
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vital issue of his administration he argued that the bank if
continued would perpetrate an undesirable monopoly which
would benefit foreign investors and the privileged american
aristocracy since jackson was the first president that came from
the american common class the fact that some of his policies
engendered the rise of the common man came as no surprise
after jackson s electionreelectionre the government withdrew the de-
posits from the bank and the institution s charter was not re-
newed this national issue may be the first with which the
latter day saints aligned themselves politically not only did
the mormonscormons sympathize with the president in his antibankanti bank
views but they also opposed the american aristocratic class
identified politically with the whig party these differences
eventually erupted into political strife between the mormonscormons
and the whigs

some mormonscormons felt that the evils of the old world aris-
tocracy would emerge in america in the form of federal privi-
leges and monopolies under whig sponsorship such favors
they feared would transform the purest government
into the rankest aristocracy 8 the mormonscormons showed their dis-
pleasure toward excessive government restrictions not only by
protesting against the national bank but also by campaigning
against the whig party during the weeks before the ohio
state election of 1835 the mormon political editor reported
that the whig candidates resorted to great strife in order

to corrupt and buy until they effect their object in de-
feating the people and then impose upon them another mon-
ster in the shape of a national bank or something else as
bad or worse and ensure ever after a free control of offices
credit and money to fatten their own ambition and corrupt
the minds of the rising posterity who coming up under the
guidance of these aristocrats will think it a virtue to enslave
the poor and rivet firmer and firmer the fetters of despotism
upon all to prevent the noble spirit of democracy from rear-
ing its head in a land so famed so exalted so blessed 9

the church political editor in kirtland stated that it was the
task of the democrats therefore to defeat the whigs at the
forthcoming state election if the citizens wished to resist en-
cumberingcumbering political controls he added

messenger and advocate 111IIIili no 10 july 18371857 p 538

the election northern times 1I no 27 october 2 1835 npap
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A remissness on the part of the democrats may and in-
deed will give the aristocracy their ticket in our legislature
thus subjecting us to whatever scheme of policy their avariceavarice
may invent till we are loaded with shackels sic which we
can never thow off and the state disgraced with life in-
surance trust companies till our necks are sore and we are
subjected to live inin the society of men who ride over us in
gilded coaches bought with money thus filched from the
pockets of the farmers and mechanicsmechanics10 10

such statements as the citizens must burst the shackles of
despotism and throw off the chains of federalism continued
to appear in the church s political paper expressing its prefer-
ence for minimum governmental restrictions 11 perhaps the most
telling available statement that expressed mormon disapproval
of encroaching governmental powers was the following

to a liberal spirit a liberal policy a liberal government
and free institutions we owe our present safety and our
future prosperity take from us these and farewell to ameri-
can liberty deprive us of these and adieu to our blood
bought freedom 12

in those days the mormon political position was a liberal one
and unhesitantly the saints candidly acknowledged that they
were liberal not only in a religious but also in a political
point of view accordingly they believed a liberal political
philosophy afforded a greater assurance of free governmental
institutions 13

EFFORTS TOWARD A MORMON POLITICAL NEWSPAPER

the mormonscormons became involved in party politics however
not only as a means of expressing their political views but also
as an avenue to improve relations with their neighbors this
involvement seemed urgent since by the fall of 1833 church
members in both geaughgeauga and jackson counties had suffered

ibid
northern times 1I no 28 october 9 1835 npap concerning this mat-

ter the times further elaborated our democratic friends must remember that
they are not to contest this war ie the election with swords and bayonets
but with their every vote safely deposited in the ballot box which if done
will reverberate in the ears of the federalists of all shapes grades and descrip-
tions from hartford conventionists to the factious and unprincipled new-
fangled whigs louder than the artillery at austerlitz or waterloo

northern times 1I no 27 october 2 1835 npap

messenger and advocate 11II no 7 april 1836 p 295
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considerable anti mormon abuse church leaders felt that con-
ditions could be improved by establishing a political newspaper
in kirtland in support of the jackson administration joseph
smith wrote from kirtland to bishop partridge in missouri
concerning the matter

the inhabitants of this country ohio threaten our de-
structionst and we know not how soon they may be permitted
to follow the example of the missouriansMissour ians

we expect shortly to publish a political paper weekly in
favor of the present administration the influential men of
that party have offered a liberal patronage to us and we hope
to succeed for thereby we can show the public the purity of
our intention in supporting the government under which
we live 14

by november church leaders expected to draw a prospectus
for their paper to be known as the democrat their plans to
publish it however did not materialize this effort was the
first of three attempts by the church to establish a political
journal in kirtland favoring the democrats the next year an-
other attempt failed after the printing of a few issues 15 5thenthenathen
the following winter the church editors improved the format
of the previous paper and revived it under the title northern
times its first issue appeared in february 1835

since religion was thought to be alien to politics mormon
support of the democrats angered the whig press in geaugageaugh
county therefore two papers in the county the chardon
spectator and the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph editorialized against
the mormonscormons on political issues with an occasional derisive
reference to their religion M G lewis whig editor of the
telegraph derogatorily noted the appearance of the northern
times

the mormonitesMormo nites in this county as if weary of the dull
monotony of dreams and devotion of visions and vexation

of profitless prophecies and talking in tongues have
concluded to turn their attention to political matters A paper
entitled the northern times has made its appearance from

joseph smith letter to edward partridge december 5 1833 located in
joseph smith s kirtland letter book including letters from november 27 1832
to august 4 1835 in the church historian s office

when the northern times appeared in february 1835 the spectator
noted that it had previously appeared as two little black half sheets under the
same title just before our late fall 1834 election chardon spectator and
geaughgeauga gazette IV no 32 february 28 1835 npap
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their press in kirtland bearing the name of 0 cowdery
one of their leaders and preachers as editor the editor
breaks forth with a flood of words filling seven columns
under his editorial head pounces upon the dead carcass of
the united states bank with most quizoticquixoticQuizotic ferocity talks
about WIGS praises the president and says the nomina-
tion of van buren we STILL add would meet our mind and
receive our warm support As the editor professes to have
communication with the spirits of the invisible world and
certifies that he had seen an angel and hefted the golden
plates of the prophet he will be a political anomaly if not a
dangerous opponent 1016

editor alfred phelps of the chardon spectator observed the
first issue of the mormon times with similar ribald humor 17

understandably the two papers took swipes at the mormon
religion whenever they felt the political climate warranted it
since the mormonscormonsMormons as magicians and soothsayers would be
at the service of the jacksonian cause noted the telegraph
and the northern times was reputedly at the helm of the
democratic party in geaugageaugh county reported the spectator

demonstrating interest in local and national politics the
church s political paper advocated the election of select na-
tional state and the county candidates for example when
president jackson s second term approached its end the demo-
cratic party selected a successor martin van buren the vicevice
president A whole year before the national election of 1836
the northern times supported van buren s candidacy and a
running announcement for his nomination for president and
richard M johnson for vice president was carried inin the
church paper when the election was held however van
buren neither carried geaugageaugh county nor the state of ohio
but he did gain a majority of the votes in kirtland 18

the mormonscormons were not only interested in supporting party
politicians but also in electing their own people to public

gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph VI no 35 february 20 1835 npap the editor-
ship of the northern times was shared at different times between oliver
cowdery and frederick G williams cowdery apparently functioned as the
first editor but joseph sudweeks in his discontinued LDS periodicals BYU
1955 credits williams as editor in may 1835 his claim seems to be justi-
fied because a statement in the warren news letter ohio noted in june
that cowdery withdrew from the editorial department in favor of williams
filling the office actually there may have been further changes since the
available copies of the times in october credits williams as the publisher

chardon spectator and geaughgeauga gazette IV no 32 february 28 1835
npap

gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville republican 1I no 3 december 1 1836 npap
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office at first naturally their position was weak but by 1835
they made a special effort to hold a majority of the kirtland
township offices this caused the non mormon citizens to

rally and make an effort wrote editor lewis which by a
small majority saved the township from being governed by
revelation for the year to come 19 nevertheless that same year
oliver cowdery was elected to the state electoral convention
for the national election of 1836 later both he and frederick
G williams were elected justices of the peace in kirtland 20

by 1836 the saints had undisputed control of the kirtland
township this success brought the charge by the telegraph
that the mormonscormons gained their political ascendancy by mis

handling the township ballots thus it is that this clan of
fanatics trample upon the laws of the land wrote asael howe
their leaders are proud haughty overbearing grasping at all

wealth and political power within their reach but when they
attempt to rob the people of this country of their political

rights it is time for the community to be alarmed con-
cluded the editor 21 he failed to give any evidence for his
accusation and expressed chagrin that no other newspaper had
reported the alleged balloting irregularity nevertheless the
citizens of the county continued to banter rumors about con-

cerning mormon political ambitions and achievements one re-
port circulated to the effect that the mormonscormons intended to
control all county offices and elect a member from their own
ranks to congress 22 doubtless they would have done it if they
could have but their stay in kirtland came to an end before
such ambitious prospects were realized

CAUSES OF unfriendly POLITICAL RELATIONS

although the details as to the causes of trouble between the
mormonscormons and their neighbors over political matters during the
first few years of mormonism in ohio are not clear it is not
possible at present to reconstruct the events and neighbor-
hood trivia that molded the setting it is apparent that there
existed an undercurrent of bad feeling between the two groups

gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph XIII no 43 april 17 1835 npap

painesvillepamesvillegainesvillePainesPamesville republican 1I no 28 may 25 1837 npap

gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph IV no 4 january 27 1837 npap

22eE D howe autobiography and recollections of a pioneer printer
painesvillegainesvillePaines ville telegraph steam printing house 1878 p 44
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because of politics from near the beginning before any official
mormon political involvement existed oliver cowdery reported
in 1833 that the mormonscormons in kirtland were subjects of abuse
and calumny over a circulation of their interpretation of the
constitution and policies of government such a condition
prompted him to tell a friend in painesvillegainesvillePainesville that the saints
were suffering under false insinuations of a party which
cried blood and murder cowdery asserted that these in-
sinuations were drawn up by their political enemies for no
other reason than to feed the mind of the ignorant with false-
hoods in order to ride into office their own candidates and
thereby control the mormon citizens 23 the prophet similarly
alluded to this undercurrent when he explained that the
church s decision to print its own political paper was to dem-
onstrateonstrate to the public the purity of mormon intention in

supporting the government under which they lived 24 pos-

sibly the climate of suspicion at first was enhanced because of
the autocratic nature of the religious government of the latter
day saints as evidenced in the fact that the western courier at
ravenna critically referred to the secret bye laws of the mor
mons while the telegraph suggested that mormon adherents
who rejected those bye laws would be expelled as heretics 25

similarly the fact that the mormonscormons functioned as a potential
political block also annoyed their adversaries every man
votes as directed by the prophet and his elders reported one
kirtland non mormon citizen others voiced similar com-
plaintsplaints 26 of course the decision of the mormonscormons to take par-
tisan sides in favor of the democrats naturally added to the
discord

conditions grew worse until in 1835 the mormonscormons felt a
need to give their political views wider circulation to declare
publicly their loyalty to the national government not just to
candidates and to publish an official statement announcing
human subserviency to man made governments that our be-
lief with regard to earthly governments and laws in general
may not be misunderstood began the statement we have

oliver cowdery letter to horace kingsbury november 29 1833
asmithsmith2smith to partridge letter cited in footnote 14 above
2theathehe western courier referred to the law of the lord doctrine and

covenants 42 cited in gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph III111ili no 13 september 13

1831 npap

gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph XIII no 43 april 17 1835 npap
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thought proper to present our opinion concerning the
same 27 this article on government neither presented as
revelation nor published as such was presented to the saints
in conference in august 1935 then placed in the first edition
of the doctrine and covenants

before the conference of 1835 another source of agitation
arose when the fact became known that influential men of
the democratic party had promised the mormonscormons a liberal
patronage with whig enmity aroused by president jackson s

use of the spoils system this report added fuel to the flame
although the support the mormonscormons gave the democratic party
did not benefit them in the form of patronage political friend
and foe viewed the prospect of such a possibility with revulsion
new york s unfriendly evening star editorialized concerning
alleged spoils promised the mormonscormons in return for their sup-
port

being as his joseph smiths disciples all are zealous
advocates of general jackson s right to appoint his successor
they will of course be immense favorites at the white house
and we look every day to see some of them announced in the
globe as having been appointed to some lucrative station
josy himself will probably have a foreign mission and
to speak sober truth he is about as fit for such an appoint-
ment as some of those who have already been thus rewarded
for their subserviency to the court favorite 28

moreover the buffalo whirwhig specifically asserted that van
buren men had promised the mormonscormons the return of their
jackson county lands for their support in the election of
1836 29 this report did not please loyal party members either
and the democrats in geaugageaugh county insisted that it was a
malignant slander and a base fabrication which they were
authorized to deny 30

other political matters of a controversial nature occasionally
involved the mormonscormonsMormons the saints at various times had a repu-
tation of being pro masons removalists and anti abolitionists
the presidential elections of 1832 and 1836 included partici-
pation of three parties in ohio besides the democrats and the

messenger and advocate 1I no 11 august 1835 p 163
evening star new york cited in gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph new series I1

no 5535 september 4 1835 npap

buffalo whig cited in gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville republican 1I no 3 december 1
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whigs which included the national republican party the
antimasonicanti masonic party was influential enough to establish a na-
tional ticket the western reserve area of ohio inhabited
principally by people geographically connected with anti-
masonic new york and pennsylvania was the stronghold of
anti freemasonry in ohio in the fall of 1830 representatives
of antimasonryanti masonry entrenched themselves into county offices in
ashtabula geaugageaugh and portage counties since the mysterious
death in 1826 of william miller a masonic defector and
antimasonicanti masonic publisher some anti masons could not look upon
a mormon mason coalition with warmth within weeks after
the saints first arrived in ohio in 1831 E D howe early
editor of the telegraph and a leading antimasonicanti masonic spokesman
in geaugageaugh county became suspicious of a union between the
mormonscormons and the masons when some zealous masons
beset jo smith for more light 31 since a masonic press in
palmyra new york had printed the book of mormon editor
howe intended to uncover a disturbing resemblance between
masonry and mormonism he noted that both systems pre-
tended to have a very ancient origin and to possess some won-
derful 113232secrets

OTHER PAPERS DISAGREE WITH THE TELEGRAPH

other papers in the western reserve however disagreed
with editor howe for instance lewis L rice editor of the
ohio star insisted that the mormonscormons were not friends of the
masons at all the mormon bible is antimasonicanti masonic wrote the
editor of the star and it is a singular truth that every one
of its followers so far as we are able to ascertain are antlantiandanil
masons 33 the geaughgeauga gazette entered the controversy by re-
porting that church leader W W phelps who had been editor
of the antimasonicanti masonic phoenix of ontario new york before his
conversion to mormonism was one of the most zealous and
self styled patriotic anti masons of his day 34 the gazette
stated further

here we see mormonism walking inin close upon the
steps of political antimasonryanti masonry how far this isis the case in

Painespainesvillepatnesvillegainesvilleville telegraph 11II no 40 march 22 1831 npap
ibid
ohio star II11 no 12 march 24 1831 npapP
geaughgeauga gazette 1I no 25 may 1 1832 npap
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this section we are not positively informed in the state of
new york most of the mormonscormons that we knew were first
antis 35

this explanation seemed plausible to the public and the issue
soon died though certain members had antimasonicanti masonic senti-
ments the mormonscormons officially neither opposed nor sanctioned
the masonic movement in ohio thereby the church lost a po-
tentiallytenti ally dangerous pro masonic identity

another controversy occurred when a group in painesvillegainesvillePainesville
elicited the support of the latter day saints in a plan to remove
the seat of geaughgeauga county government from chardon to
painesvillegainesvillePainesville residents of the county initiated the movement for
economic reasons tortuous roads to chardon the county seat s

inaccessibility to the harbor at fair port on lake erie the
main northern gateway to geaugageaugh county the indirectness of
the route from northern communities to those of the south by
way of chardon which discouraged travel throughout the
county and adversely effected commerce and real estate values
induced the removal action 36 the mormonscormons bolstered the
movement by sponsoring removalistremovalist meetings in kirtland by
supporting it in the columns of the northern times and by
circulating handbillshandbills and newspaper extras 37 the matter failed
to gain sufficient backing however and in the summer of 1835
two months before it was defeated in the october election the
mormonscormons withdrew their support from it this was done in
favor of other fish to fry quipped the editor of the chardon
spectator although the removal issue did not loom large in
political matters mormon involvement by invitation in the
affair lends support to the fact that the strength of the latter
day saint community was sought in political matters

but some issues did loom large on the political horizon of
that period issues that solicited support if possible mormon
support for instance the decade of the 1830 s brought in-
creased dissension between the north and the south over the
slavery problem even though there were only six negro slaves
in ohio in 1830 and by the same year only a few hundred
free negroes were in the eight counties of the western res-

erve cincinnati a center for negro immigration into the

ikidibid
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chardon spectator V no 4 august 14 1835 npap
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state was the scene of a bloody three day conflict over the
negro problem 38 abolition societies were being organized in
the north which were sowing seeds that thirty years later were
to grow into the civil war

members of these societies invited the mormonscormons to partici-
pate in the movement but the mormonscormons turned them down
the church political editor rejected repeated appeals to partici-
pate with the abolitionists

several communications have been sent to the northern
times for insertion in favor of antislaveryanti slavery or the abolition
of slavery to prevent any misunderstanding on the subject
we positively say that we shall have nothing to do with the
matter we are opposed to abolition and whatever is cal-
culated to disturb the peace and harmony of our constitution
and country abolition does hardly belong to law or religion
politics or gospel according to our idea on the subject 39

abolitionist lecturers traveled through the states of the north
to enlist support for their cause the mormonscormons made available
a meeting house in kirtland in 1836 to one itinerant presby-
terian abolitionist lecturer at the meeting a few citizens
courteously but coldly received the speaker who presented his
arguments to nearly naked walls 40 although a small group
of presbyteriansPresbyte rians finally supported the lecturer other inhabitants
of kirtland generally rejected his appeals

the abolition movement provoked additional concern in the
church however when some of the saints requested the church
withdraw fellowship from those members in the south who
would not renounce slavery the church had enjoyed proselyerosely
ting success in the southern states and a position against slav-
ery would have been detrimental to missionary efforts in the
south notably in virginia tennessee and kentucky where
the mormonscormons feared an outbreak of persecution similar to the
jackson county trouble for you will see wrote one mor-
mon that if madam rumor with her thousand poisoned
tongues was once to set afloat the story that this society had
come out in favor of the doctrines of abolitionism there would
be no safety for one of us in the south 41 the prophet joseph

francis P weisenburger the passing of the frontier 18251801825 180 vol illIII111lii
of the history of the state of ohio ed carl wittke 6 vols columbus
ohio state archaeological and historical society 1941 p 28

northern times 1I no 28 october 9 1835 npap

messenger and advocate II11 no 7 april 1836 p 289
ibid may 1836 p 313
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smith sensed the precariousness of the situation and took mea-
sures to avoid trouble he and other church leaders during the
spring of 1836 used the messenger and advocate to voice dis-
approval of the abolition movement 1 I do not believe that the
people of the north have any more right to say that the south
shall not hold slaves than the south have to say the north
shall he wrote 42 though he taught that the slave master must
treat his slaves with kindness before god he cited scriptural
justification for slavery maintaining that the church would not
withdraw fellowship from a member in consequence of his
holding slaves 43 hence the church leader shunned another
awkward political issue and avoided being entangled in the
abolition movement

POLITICS AND THE GREAT TRIAL

one of the most menacing and potentially dangerous events
with an apparent political bearing which occurred with the
mormonscormons in ohio was a complaint by grandison newell
charging joseph smith with a conspiracy to assassinate him
newell a prosperous manufacturer who lived two miles from
kirtland in mentor had demonstrated contempt for the latter
day saints by participating in economic boycotts against mor-
mon workmen and merchants by threatening a mob attack up-
on the mormon community and by hindering the missionary
effort because the mormonscormons suffered from newell s malevo-
lence they in return had little affection for the wealthlywealthilywealth ly indus-
trialist in may 1837 at a time of national economic turbulence
when joseph s popularity even within the church was begin-
ning to decline newell disclosed his intention to prosecute
joseph for masterminding a conspiracy to kill him to sidney
rigdon newell wrote your bosom associate is the impostor
smith the impious fabricator of gold bibles the blasphemous
forger of revelations with which he swindles ignorant people
out of their hard earned property 44 after expressing his
hatred for the mormon prophet newell presented the heart of
his complaint by accusing joseph smith of being an accessory
to a conspiracy to take his life to rigdon he continued

12 messenger and advocate 11II no 7 april 1836 p 289
ibid p 291
grandison newell letter to sidney rigdon gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph 111IIIililii
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emboldened by success in his wicked schemes he joseph
smith hesitates not to use his authority as the revelator of the
will of heaven to incite his followers to remove those who
have opposed his treachery and fraud by assassination de-
luded and frantic by his pretended revelation that it was the
will of god that I1 should be destroyed two of the saints
of the latter day by concert and under the express direction
of their prophet this high priest of satan meet in the night
at a little distance from my house with loaded rifles and
pistols with a determination to kill me but as they drew near
the spot where the bloody deed was to be performed they
trembled under the awful responsibility of committing mur-
der a little cool reflection inin darkness and silence broke the
spell of the false prophet they were restored to their right
minds and are now rejoicing that they were not left to the
power of the devil and adjutorcoadjutorco smith to stain their souls
with a crime so horrible while these scenes were planned by
the prophet and promises of great temporal and spiritual good
lavished upon these two men by him to stimulate them to
assassinate me in my own house in the midst of my family
and in a moment when I1 was defenseless and suspecting no
danger 45

newell s accusation was no idle threat he registered a
complaint with justice flint of painesvillegainesvillePainesville who issued a war-
rant for the arrest of the mormon prophet self appointed in-
dividualsdividuals in painesvillegainesvillePainesville who organized themselves into an un-
official committee proceeded to kirtland to apprehend the
prophet and remove him to painesvillegainesvillePainesville for trial but the posse
did not find joseph in kirtland believing the mormonscormons had
concealed him the committee demanded the leaders to sur-
render the prophet to them when convinced that joseph was
not in kirtland the committee members speculated that he
would never return nevertheless before the month ended
joseph returned to kirtland prepared his case and traveled to
painesvillegainesvillePainesville accompanied by a sizable entourage of witnesses on
tuesday may 5030 because the prosecution was not ready for
him the trial was postponed until the following saturday to
provide sufficient time for the state to secure evidence inin the
case then on june 3 1837 the trial advertised as THE
STATE OF OHIO vs JOSEPH SMITH JR alias THE PRO
PHETphet4pheth was held in the methodist chapel in painesvillegainesvillePainesville
before a crowd of anxious spectators highly anticipating the dis
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closure of the murderous projects of the modern prophet
as the press in columbus the state capital reported the case 47

at the trial the court heard testimony regarding the charge
that joseph smith had induced solomon H denton and a mr
davis to shoot grandison newell in his house in mentor alt-
hough the alleged confederates had both been mormonscormonsMormons davis
never wholly committed himself to the rules of the mormon
society and young denton who had resided in the smith home
since 18551835 while working in the church printing office was
excommunicated from the church a few months prior to the
june trials 4841 other witnesses including orson hyde newell K
whitney luke S johnson warren parrish sidney rigdon and
hyrum smith responded warren parrish perhaps the most
hopeful witness for the prosecution a former scribe of joseph
smiths and a current officer in the mormon bank was having
trouble with the church grandison newell expected parrish
to give incriminating evidence against joseph smith but he
was visibly shaken witnesses reported when parrish refused
to incriminate his leader but instead testified that he had often
heard the mormon prophet exhort his people to do no vio-
lence 49 if parrish s testimony pleased the prophet not all of
the testimonies eulogized him but the editor of the republican
horace steel reported that the testimonies rather than being
detrimental tended to raise joseph smith in the estimation of
men of candor 0050 nevertheless while charging joseph smith
a five hundred dollar bail bond and rigdon hyde and denton
fifty dollars bail each judge flint ordered them to appear be-
fore the court of common pleas the following week for further
execution of the case

the verdict at the second trial which was held in the court
house at chardon friday june 9 and presided over by judge
humphery came as a surprise to newell insinuating that
grandison newell s hatred for the mormonscormons induced the
charges rather than the fear of assassination judge humphrey

the defendant 015 abandon theacquitted but unwilling to case
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the plaintiff carried it to the people inin the pages of the tele-
graph where he reviewed at length the evidence presented at
the two trials why did orson hyde testify that smith told
him that I1 ought to be put where the crows could not find me
that it would be no sin to kill me he asked 52 and he re-
hashed numerous other points in the case after newell s article
appeared in the papers the editor of the gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville republican
posed some questions for newell to answer why was the trial
held inin painesvillegainesvillePainesville before justice flint unfriendly to the poli-
tics of the mormonscormonsMormons inquired the democrat editor 53 while
accusing newell with fabricating the murder charges not only
to persecute the mormonscormons but also to receive any political ad-
vantage the trial would give editor steel of the republican
said

mr newell resides in mentor about seven miles from
painesvillegainesvillePainesville and within two miles of the mormon settlement
where joseph smith jr resides in preferring his complaint
against smith why did he depart from the common practice
and drag mr smith and his witnesses through his own town
a distance of nine miles from home to painesvillegainesvillePaines ville when
there are two justices of the peace in mentor where he re-
sides I1 asked again why was mr flint
selected to sit in judgment in this case those who know
the circumstances have reason to say in answer to those ques-
tions that it was done first the more to harass the mormonscormons

secondly that it was desirable to have it before a man favor-
able to the complainant s views and thirdly that isis was de-

signed to have a political bearing and the better to affect
this object one who has hitherto been one of the principal
leaders of the opposition wasivasivar stationed in a conspicuous
position during the trial for that purpose 545 italics mine

A year after the trial hundreds of mormonscormons and most of
their leaders had withdrawn from kirtland and other latter
day saint centers in northeastern ohio because of apostasy and
mob threats resulting from several causes the five years of
refuge the lord would have had the saints enjoy in kirtland
turned into seven and could have turned into an unlimited
number as the prophet joseph smith thought it might if
reverses from within and from without the church had not
been the mormon lot in kirtland the saints were highly inter
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ested in but not fully occupied by politics as they seemed to
be in later years yet their interest in secular political matters
contributed to the turbulent ohio period but theological goals
were paramount while reviewing the history of ancient and
modern governments before he left kirtland in the spring of
1837 wilford woodruff thoughfullythoughtfullythough fully journalized

it is equally interesting to contemplate the day that is now
at hand and hath already begun in fulfillment of ancient
prophecy in bringing the church of christ out of the wilder-
ness in establishing israel upon the lands by a theocratical
government in fulfillment of the covenants god made with
abraham isaac and jacob 5515

this theocratic government was always the preoccupation
of the latter day saints and if a legitimate use of secular
political influence could help them in setting up the godly
kingdom they were not adverse to employ its service

wilford woodruff journal april 2 1837
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ROBERT CAMPBELL ed spectrum of protestant beliefs
milwaukee bruce publishing company 1968 106 ppap 3955953.95395

reviewed by milton V backman jr associate professor
of history and religion at brigham young university the
author of american religions and the rise of mormonism

1965 dr backman also wrote awakeningsAwaken ings in the burned
over district in the spring 1969 BYU studies

the united states is properly recognized as a land of reli-
gious pluralism the people of this nation probably support
more different religious societies than do citizens of any other
country pluralism is also a characteristic of the patterns of be-
lief of members of many denominations for within many con-
gregationsgregations a wide variety of beliefs exists

in an attempt to present to catholics a description of the
theological diversity dividing protestants robert campbell has
compiled a most revealing work spectrum of protestant be-
liefs he says significant divisions in protestantism no longer
are along denominational lines but rather depend on the orien-
tation of the individual in the liberal conservative spectrum

p v As one lutheran protestant minister confessed frank-
ly I1 feel closer to a liberal of any denomination than I1 do to a

conservative of my own denomination p vii
for organizational purposes campbell divided the left to

right spectrum into five bands which he calls radical liberal
confessional new evangelical and fundamentalist then he se-

lected five prominent religious leaders to represent these schools
of thought and to express their beliefs concerning a variety of
subjects including god the virgin birth the bible original sin
satan heaven and hell what a man must do to be saved mar-
riage and divorce premarital sex relations racial integration
the ecumenical movement and vietnam

rev bob jones president of the bob jones university in
greenville south carolina aptly represented the fundamental-
ist position carl F H henry editor of christianity today
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spoke effectively for the new evangelicalsevangelicals dr john warwick
chairman of the division of church history at trinity evangelical
divinity school in deerfield illinois accepted the assignment
to represent the confessional segment of the spectrum bishop
james A pike theologian in residence at the center for the
study of democratic institutions santa barbara responded to
the request of articulating the view of a liberal and william
hamilton professor of religion at new college sarasota flor-
ida elucidated views of radical theologians all of these
scholars prepared excellent lucid and succinct descriptions of
their beliefs

one of the apparent problems involved in preparing a
work of this nature for publication was that of locating a
theologian who might be recognized as a spokesman for a
particular band of protestant theology this problem was
especially difficult when the editor considered the liberal con-
fessionalfess ional and the new evangelical schools of thought campbell
recognized that not every protestant would fit neatly into one
of the groups in the fivefoldfive fold division of the protestant liberal
conservative spectrum and noted that an individual might be
conservative regarding one subject and liberal on an-
other consequently not all who might classify themselves as a
particular type of protestant would agree with the statements
of the selected representatives for the various bands in the
spectrum this is especially true of the liberal school of thought
in fact the controversial theologian bishop pike who was
selected to represent the liberal band in the spectrum is re-
garded by many liberal ministers with whom I1 am acquainted
as a radical therefore in the opinion of many liberal protes-
tants two radicals express their views in this work and many
popular beliefs of the liberals are not reflected in this publica-
tion

another organizational feature of this work that should be
seriously questioned is the establishment of a band in the spec-
trum labeled confessional while many protestants might classi-
fy themselves in this school of emphasis this work was designed
to reveal the different theological positions of protestants and
confessional protestants are not united by belief instead they
emphasize the liturgy and the creeds but disagree concerning
the interpretation of the creeds As dr john warwick the
representative of the confessional spectrum specified doc
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triballytrinallytrinally confessional protestants cover the spectrum from center
to right landand might have said from left to right some are
highly orthodox accepting such key points of high orthodoxy
as the reality of satan and the second coming of christ others
question this or that traditional doctrine and some verge on the
rejection of the physical reality of the virgin birth of christ
rejection of this would locate a person in the liberal camp 11

since there is so much doctrinal diversity among confessional
protestants this group might have been omitted in a considera-
tion of patterns of belief except for a reference to and descrip-
tion of this particular school no one man could have been
selected to represent the doctrinal position of this group of
protestants on the issues considered in this publication

although one might adopt another system of classification
of protestants by employing four labels radicals liberals or-
thodox or conservatives and fundamentalists I1 many liberals
would divide liberalism into a variety of schools such as the
followers of paul tillich karl barth richard niebuhr and
rudolf bultmann

another weakness of the publication is the failure of the
editor to summarize more fully some of the most significant
doctrinal differences separating the different groups of protes-
tants brief explanations of the positions of the five representa-
tives concerning their schools of thought were included but a
more comprehensive description of the conflicting patterns of
belief concerning the bible life beyond the grave the fall the
atonement and other subjects considered in this publication
would have been most helpful to the class of readers for whom
this work was prepared
although there are organizational problems in spectrum of
protestant beliefs problems which plague all men who pre-
pare a summary of patterns of belief campbell has compiled
a most interesting work that accomplishes the primary goal of
the editor that of emphasizing the tremendous variety of belief
in modern america and of presenting to lay members a brief
description of some of the more popular views held by ameri-
can protestants
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ROBERT CAMPBELL ed spectrum of catholic attitudes
milwaukee bruce publishing co 1969 191 ppap 4954.95495

reviewed by louis midgley associate professor of political
science at brigham young university the author of beyond
human nature the contemporary debate over moral
natural law dr midgley has also published essays inin the
natural law forum dialogue western political quarterly
american political science review BYU studies and the
improvement era

the drive for aggiornamento ieie renewal or updating
within the catholic intellectual community is now so great that
it has moved beyond the original desire for mere changes in
the existing forms and doctrines catholics are now busy de-
manding fundamental changes in the doctrine and organization
of the church the questioning spirit is not merely a dutch
proclivity spectrum of catholic attitudes shows that among
catholic laymen questions are now being asked such as who
is god how does he speak to man what is his church how
are the people of god to be lead the sacraments worship
ritual structure of the church priesthood and most everything
else are now open to honest questioning spectrum of catholic
attitudes provides an interesting sample of lay catholic opin-
ion of these and other questions the book avoids specialized
and technical jargon and therefore can be understood by
readers who might find the usual responses of catholic theo-
logians rather difficult to follow

in a useful introduction the editor robert campbell
stresses the magnitude of recent changes in catholic opinion in
contemporary america he reports that the one thing catholic
intellectuals fear most is the conservative label for once one is

branded a conservative neither invitations to lecture nor oppor-
tunitiestuni ties to contribute to symposiums will come likewise a
conservative may find it difficult to find a publisher for his
books and articles and he may not be recommended for a full
professorship campbell describes in detail what he calls the
liberaler than thou gamesmanship now taking place among

her catholic intellectuals in this game the most devastating
ploy is to tag your opponent a conservative of course ultra-
conservative or by extension birchitebirchittBirchite is even worse once la-
beled he loses credibility in many circles and his contract as a
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teacher is in danger of nonrenewal for failure to maintain pro-
fessionalfess ional standards

spectrum of catholic attitudes reports the opinion of six
prominent lay catholic intellectuals on twenty nine topics rang-
ing from the concept of god and the infallibility of the pope to
such questions as contraception and communism in a few places
the opinions of marshell mcluham are reported yes he of
it electric culture and the medium is the message fame is a
catholic having become one at age twenty six walter matt
and to a lesser degree dale francis present t conservative
catholic views F J sheed and william buckley are more or
less conventional in their views while leslie dewart and daniel
callahan are each in their own special way less conventional
and much more liberal the book does succeed in presenting
a wide spectrum

buckley of national review and recent TV fame of
course is always fun but my personal favorite among the six
is daniel callahan who studied at yale georgetown and
harvard where he took a phd in philosophy campbell
reports that callahan has some claim to being the person
whose ideas are most likely to gain currency in liberal catholic
circles mormonscormons should find his opinions rather interesting

As is well known certain young protestant theologians
employ the slogan death of god and describe themselves as
radicals but actually callahan is far more radical than any of
the so called cleathdeath of god theologians callahan observes
that it is not that god is dead he never was in the first
place such statmentsstaymentsstatments however do not really place callahan
in league with thomas J J altizer s christian atheism it is
true that callahan emphatically denies that he believes in the
traditional god of christian theology he entirely disclaims
any belief or any interest in either the transcendent or immanent
god of the christian tradition but this does not make him a
total unbeliever in god his affirmations are important 1 I
could he insists believe in a god who like myself has
a body is a very limited mystery can be seen felt and touched

in a word a god who is a material even if glorified body
who is a being who exists who can be seen felt heard smelled
and touched I1 think I1 do believe in this kind of god but he is
a god I1 take it who would be offensive to both tradition and
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to the most radical contemporary theiststheisatheiststs I1 am constantly
amazed that philosophers and theologians go to such great
lengths to show that god can t be like ourselves why do we
hate ourselves so much

much of the current debate in protestant and catholic
circles about the possibility of meaningful god talk has been
generated by the honest recognition of certain weaknesses with-
in the traditional doctrine of god partly what is meant by the
death of god is that god has died in man s heart he has been
rejected by man and we now experience only an eclipse of
god buber but in a different sense many are now turning
their backs on all god talk simply as a reaction to the apparent
bankruptcy of traditional theology the current efforts to re-
furbish the concept of god however appear as a series
of clever and sophisticated but still highly unconvincing
tricks kai nielsen expressed the matter well in a reference to
paul tillich tillich doesndoean t put new wine in old bottles he
puts in grape soda and then labels it chateau latour some
are taken in by this sort of thing but not daniel callahan

callahan rejects both a transcendent or immanent god he
cannot trust the impersonal absolute of traditional catholic
theology and he isis unimpressed by protestant efforts to find
god by looking within man or to the course of history the
philosophers and theologians may struggle to establish the real-
ity ieie prove the existence of god but callahan finds their
proofs unconvincing and he refuses to be taken in by sophisti-
cated philosophers who talk about god in merely analogical
or symbolic ways the word god for many may seem like
just a mark or a noise but for callahan the christ of the
scripture remains a powerful mysterious and unique person 11

who cannot be fully contained within the categories of that
secularity which now seems so triumphant and persuasive in
our worldly culture his belief isis that jesus christ is god but
this is a radical departure from the traditional formula the
jesus of the bible isis his only god in a body

though callahan does not speak of god as finite perhaps
that is what he is actually suggesting he believes that jesus
christ continues to exist inin a glorified body which is he
tells us a body presumably free of the limitations we normally
associate with bodiliness furthermore he insists that this
god in a body is a god who can be seen felt heard smelled
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and touched in a figure indeed in the corporate person of the
risen christ we have a perfect image of god he is one like
ourselves only more so 1I won t say infinitely more so since
I1 don t know what that could possibly mean he is different
from ourselves because he has risen from the dead and contin-
ues to exist for all time callahan then suggests that man
may actually be resurrected and thereby be like jesus we
have he argues in the image of the risen christ an answer to
the problem of god god is a body we also have an answer to
the problem of man man is destined to be a risen body clear-
ly callahan is working out a position on these issues that is
radically unlike traditional catholic doctrine but not unlike
certain mormon views

callahan s views on the trinity are thus also novel 1 I am
tempted he writes to say that the trinity like celibacy is

for those who can bear it I1 do not know what to make of the
traditional doctrine it strikes me as wholly obscure a mere
way of playing with words 1 I can t even start on the trinity
once upon a time 1I did believe in the trinity and I1 knew all
the traditional reasons why I1 did and why I1 should but I1

can t recall just now how it all went

spectrum of catholic attitudes though it raises some ob-
viously interesting questions does not survey the entire range
of developments in catholic theology for example nothing
much is said about the questions now being raised about the
eucharist by catholic scholars Is the eucharist a sacrifice or as
mormonscormons maintain a simple memorial meal and thanksgiving
there are even some interesting suggestions now being made
about the question of the real presence these issues are it is

true mostly of concern to europeans so it is not surprising that
they are overlooked in spectrum likewise there is little said
about the new self image of the church as a pilgrim church
the wayfaring people of god nor is anything said about the
new interest among catholic theologians of the first rank in
the question of postapostolicpostapostolic revelation and prophecy some
are arguing that the people of god ieie true israel god s

covenant people must have prophets to lead them on their
journey through this world and that in order to be the people
of god christians must also be a genuinely prophetic com-
munity developments such as these are not touched on in
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spectrum however the book does offer a nontechnical intro-
duction to some interesting currents in catholic thought as our
short survey of daniel callahan s opinions on god has perhaps
shown

john A widstoe the message of the doctrine and cove-
nants edited and arranged by G homer durham salt lake
city bookcraft inc 1969 179 ppap 5503505003505505.503.50

reviewed by roy W doxey professor of scripture at
brigham young university professor doxey has probably
written more on the doctrine and covenants than any other
man in this dispensation he has published doctrine and
covenants and the future 1957 the doctrine and cove-
nants speakers 1964 the latter day prophets and the
doctrine and covenants 4 vols 1963651963 65 and zion in the
last days 1969 as well as other church books

in his foreword the editor says that this book represents
lectures given at the university of southern california during
the period april to june 19561936 by elder widstoe deceased
member of the council of the twelve of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints the editor admits that these lectures
were not completed or polished in his elder widstoelWidwidstoestoel own
inimitable manner for publication the original material con-
sisted of two parts 1 1 an extensive outline and 2 the
transcript of his university lectures as actually delivered with
the aid of additional notes from the extensive outline the
editor undertook to edit and organize the transcript of these
lectures into chapter divisions credit for the arduous statis-
tical and analytical labor recorded in these pages the hard
work goes to elder widstoe and to him belongs full regard
for whatever of value is here portrayed from his lifelonglife long
endeavor to understand and portray with simplicity the mes-
sage of the doctrine and covenants in his absence I1 assume
and bear full responsibility for the book as it now appears it
is not a church publication it does not carry any official ap-
proval

for any one who is looking for a capsule treatment of a
great book of scripture this book answers the need of value
to the beginning student of this standard work is the author s

division of the message of the doctrine and covenants into
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seven parts this allows the reader to fit everything into one
or the other of these divisions appp 181918 19 the book is writ-
ten in a simple straightforward style characteristically the style
of a teacher in the classroom the informal nature of the lec-
ture is evident throughout with such statements as martin
harris was some pumpkin p 36 have you ever thought
of that boy twentyfivetwenty five years of age talking in such a way to a
man nearly twice his age martin was a prosperous man in the
community the young upstart joseph had nothing yet he was
laying down the law to this man p 39 there is the
deceiver who goes about and says this man doesndoean t know any
better I1 have some worthless real estate here and I1 will just
fool him he is a deceiver the hypocrite is slightly different
he is also a deceiver but he powders his face curls his hair
and trims his whiskers and tries to make himself appear what
he is not p 52

in a classroom situation and without a written script a
teacher may make statements which he would not ordinarily use
for publication not perhaps because they do not represent his
understanding but because they represent only the thought at
the moment if the lecturer had polished the material for
eventual publication it might have been different for example
on page 86 reference is made to the doctrine of opposite exis-
tences with this comment president B H roberts brought
out this doctrine in his writings but with no reference to the
source of a discussion of the doctrine as taught by president
roberts another example is about an eyewitness account of
joseph smith and sidney rigdon receiving the vision sec-
tion 76 with this statement

the story goes 1I do not know how correct it is that there
were people present at time the revelation was given and that
as the revelation came to the two brethren idea upon idea
vision upon vision the two men spoke to each other and
said did you understand it this way was this what you
heard or saw I1 think it is a correct story you will find it
in some of the records of the church men have testified that
they heard such remarks made p 169

the informal classroom style of writing is also indicated
inin this confession 1 I have not had a great deal of interest not
as much as I1 should have in the hereafter I1 am so enamored
with this life that I1 haven t had time to think of the hereafter
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1I am perfectly content to let the hereafter take care of itself
if I1 live right here appp 165166163166165163 166

the total view of the doctrine and covenants is well pre-
sented but unfortunately it is an acknowledged hurried view
we have hurried over the commandments relative to daily

living it would be well to study these matters in our homes in
greater detail p 140 elder widstoe provides the reader
with ample references for further study the godhead is dis-
cussed the separate members are clearly set forth two refer-
ences as the father five references are given the son four
references and the holy ghost three references p 121
duties of parents are found in four references are given
p 81

knowing elder widtsoe s stature as a student of the scrip-
tures and his calling in the church I1 feel today s student of
the doctrine and covenants would benefit greatly if elder
widtsoe had had time to do as he suggests on page 5030

without digging under it is quite a waste of time to be
dealing with the book of doctrine and covenants and any
other such book by digging under I1 mean that we must
take every word and sentence every idea and weight them
so to speak against our best understanding

elder widtsoeWidtsoe as an inspired scholarly contributor to the
literature of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
is known throughout the church his many contributions to the
periodicals of the church as well as his numerous books have
been received with enthusiasm if he had had the opportunity
to put this material on the doctrine and covenants in publish-
able form it would then no doubt be equal to his other books

christopher layton colonizer statesman leader this
edition edited by myron W mcintyremclntyre and noel R barton
christopher layton family organization 1966 438 ppap 5005.00500

reviewed by ivan J barrett associate professor of religion
at brigham young university professor barrett is the author
of joseph smith and the restoration 1967 as well as nu-
merous church pamphlets

on christopher layton s seventy seventh birthday which
he commemorated in safford arizona he was visited by many
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friends and members of his family president andrew kimball
of the st joseph stake suggested that a committee of the
layton family be appointed to gather their father s genealogy
and write a history of his life this suggestion was immediate-
ly acted upon a committee was appointed and christopher
layton began dictating his life story this autobiography was
designed to be passed on from generation to generation and to
be preserved as a family memorial

christopher layton reveals himself as a common man who
achieved great success as a business man a church man and
particularly as a family man being a father of sixty children
and a husband to ten wives the courage perseverenceperseveranceperseverence and
faith of the man during trials sorrow despair persecutions and
rebuff inspires the reader and marks layton as one of the great
men in pioneer mormonism

compared with biographies in general it is outstanding
andrew jenson read the manuscript before the autobiography
was printed and used much of it in his biography of layton
inin his first volume of LDS biographical encyclopedia he
declared layton s story will show that christopher layton
was one of the most remarkable men that ever figured in the
history of the mormon church james H mcclintock arizonaamona
historian in mormon settlement inin arizona commented the
narrative is one of the best at hand in the way of literary
preparation though with frank statement that president layton
himself had all too little education for the accomplishment of
such a task p 24 it appears that christopher layton did
not learn to write until some years after joining the church for
when he signed the payroll as a member of the mormon bat-
talion he placed an XY where his signature should have been
despite this handicap he proved himself the equal if not su-
perior to his peers inin judgment wisdom and foresight he
had the almost uncanny talent to prosper and succeed material-
ly where others failed

in 1965 the newly formed christopher layton family or-
ganization decided to prepare a new edition of his autobiogra-
phy this new edition was edited by myron W mcintyremclntyre and
noel barton some alterations were made in the new edition
the births of children lacking in the original publication were
supplied with maps and pictures added to enrich and inform
the readers of people and places with which they might not be
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familiar notes explaining and ellucidating abbreviated data
enhance the value and reading interest the new volume is also
furnished with an index and genealogical data

christopher layton was a diamond in the rough an eng-
lishman by birth born in bedfordshireBedfordshire march 8 1821 his
first practical experience was at the age of seven when hebe kept
crows off the wheat fields for 36c a week in 1843 hebe
crossed the ocean with his wife both had been baptized into
the mormon church the year before at nauvoo they met the
prophet joseph smith who shook brother layton s hand he
said god bless you so fervently that the words sank deep
into our hearts giving us a feeling of peace such as we never
had before from here on to his final days the life of
christopher layton was full of dedication to the church loyal-
ty to its leaders activity in the settlement of the western zion
and service to his fellow church men

christopher layton joined the mormon battalion and
walked to california he takes his account of the battalion
march from daniel tyler s concise history of the mormon
battalion his service in the battalion is significant in his life
yet the space allotted in the autobiography is disproportionate
as it covers almost one third of his entire life story and deals
with one year s activity he was only a private in the mormon
battalion but his military service spread over nearly a quarter
of a century in 1868 he was commissioned lieutenant colonel
A reputation layton developed for being practical and plain
spoken was brought into focus when colonel philip st george
cooke ordered him to cross a swollen river to take a message
to captain jefferson hunt on the other side layton tried to get
his mule to swim the raging stream but it refused the colonel
yelled for him to cross over layton readily sensed that to cross
the river would cost him his and the mulesmules life so he turned
his mule and rode off saying as he went colonel ill see you
in hell before 1I drown myself and mule in that river the
colonel stared at him for a moment and muttered what is
that man s name an attendant replied christopher layton
sir well hebe is a saucy fellow

after his discharge from the battalion in california layton
worked as a ranch foreman he bought a band of horses at 1.50150
a head and sold each one for 100 with this small fortune he
sailed for england and brought his family and friends to
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america he engaged passage for all of them while in eng-
land he married sarah martin after a delay of more than a
year in st louis he led a large company of saints across the
plains and mountains to salt lake valley for the next thirty
years christopher layton pioneered in carson valley nevada
where he built for himself a large herd of cattle which brought
from president brigham young the comment brother layton
you have more stock than the whole church christopher s

reply reveals his selfless devotion to the church and its leaders
brother young they are all at your disposal

when it was known that the government was sending an
army to utah the outlying settlements were abandoned and
christopher layton was called to utah to the headquarters of
the church he settled himself in davis county and established
kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville here he pioneered dry farming and introduced alfal-
fa which proved to be an epoch making experiment it cannot
be estimated the value which this forage plant has given the
intermountain area while living at kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville he served as
bishop and counselor in the stake presidency christopher
layton was a natural pioneer and colonizer who developed
during his lifetime the rare attribute of an empire builder in
kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville he became a man of wealth and affluence and con-
sidered himself settled for life when the call came from the
first presidency to take charge of the settlements in southern
arizona and preside over the saint joseph stake named in
honor of the prophet joseph smith he was not a young man
then but he tackled the assignment with the courage vitality
and energy of a young man

he presided over the st joseph stake for fifteen years when he
was released because of poor health he was then ordained a
patriarch in june 1898 he was taken to utah in a special rail-
way car and underwent an operation which proved unsuccessful
he died august 7 1898

christopher layton colonizer statesman leader is a book
to be read it is stimulating and strengthening uplifting and
assuring in this age of doubt and uncertainty it reveals the
motives and forces that shaped an eventful life and could well
shape the lives of all those who follow them
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